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monia, Thursday moroing." She ly headed the organization' since its His mother,, Mrs. Susan Cmz du S:m.
was un:ille to continue (oval received notice Saturday,'
t!mt
was born in Roy. Many friends organization,
ns chairman ns she will be absent from he was in ho rit.d and
life de: paired
family
grieve
of the bereaved
Roy for bow weeks or month, per- of. lie carried
insurance wliicli v ill
with them because of her untime haps caring for her husband who will protect hif. mother from want for tlic
go
ea.it before long to have an oper rest o.' b.?r life, i'oo v,'..s a line youn
'
ly death.
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to show you
These palaces are usually surrounded
The following extract": from a very by high walls in Hanee.
The last two days the weather has
interesting letter frwi Dr. fcirne.t ii-nea nenhew oNtÍMlW.tM Crinir. r.f ten very nice, louay it is tuito warm
'toy, give tho best and most ue.soiml to w;lili wth a pack. Outside of eet- stiff at times, I don't mind,
r.wint of experiences wit'i tho Arneri- - t,n'' L)H
sini ,hink t excellent exercise,
can army in France, that we waiU you a a
A few months of this will make men
.o read it:
lout of a whole lot of cripples who
Francj. Sent. 22. 'JS ter the armv bv conserint ion.
v
Ve getstung once in a while. To- at Home:
n'(;ht, for Nin.slance, we ordered our
ll.is town is
to all small dinner and asked
for the bill afteriH.iy.es her j. PreUy muchly scatterwards. It was 52 francs (about ?2,50).
ed; no particular method of laying it
Some price considering the meal. We
and houses old as all live
'al' .s."n,t!lti"n
and learn enough. Now we
hi :.
n
is n

- The Executive Committee of the ' Roy ha
n
On life oí one of
Eu&enia Alldredge
Roy Chapter, American lied Cross met her rons
the
cause of World FreeLittle Miss Eugenia Alldredge, at the call of the Cliuirmun. R. E. dom. Noo Tiui'ilo.
who enlirtnl hew
the 12 years old daugeter of Mr. j Alldredge, at the' work rooms
summer in the S tale Mil: tin w.m
afternoon and elected officers for at the front durin.? the !a t days of the
and Mrs. Les. Alldredge' ...of day
ihe coming year.
war and was
reported' raxsin;?
Í
pringer, aiea a victim 01 pneu- - Mrs, Fi A Ro7 who na3 s0 efficiont. in action, tht-- t;criou.dy woundo'l.
1
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Numbkr 6

In France

.V

The State Canvassing Board is
having no end of trouble in getting in .the election returns so
they can bo canvassed. Many
precincts in different counties
have withheld their poll books
and others do not certify them.
Many other things appear to
indicate cither hopeless ignorance crsomething worse. If the
heads of all the political parties
and the officials in charge of the
new Federal law made for just
such cases as this, do not jet
busy and apply the remedy now,
then we might as well all join
the party which refuses to vote
and thus avoid ingulf to our
the prostitution of
'
the most sacred right of an
Amerjcan Citizen, the Ballot.
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toward JNone, with ChantyJfor AH, and with Firmness in jhe Right."
:;it.
Mora County. New Mexico. Satukday, novkvw
19 S.'
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ation for tho throut trouble with whick ir.ni. well bleed l,v i ll who know him
he has been afflicted the past. year. V drnloro
,
!m7
.
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j
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n,.,f
"uvi.ic.ihe
'hove
i.
Rev. Meredith
ot
nn
iproua
one
h::n
who
made the every town which s usua ly
Í,
.
.
t,
the
most
v
'
'
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i
supreme
:
r..u
cou; ry.
uuu
;:.
is with profound regret we :,.
r.cniice icr
llic Ul ice. 11
f.
efficient Vice Chairman and head of
;
'ifiV"1!-;'learn of the untimely death of the Knitting Committee and who is
"o,h,"
pr
was culled io Kprinrcr on
.
nr.... t.
Pfi nu n iniiinimrtna
,
.,,
- .rioiH.r.y
'na tt thn
Rev. Jesse L. Meredith, former- rnnrn
j
to üurr.ji Kiiie i'tv'cr.ia. t.'.j
'
madame invited us to breakfast anil
.
and Mr;,
ly M. E. Tastor at Solano and la- Executives to be tha right one to hea l younrve; t d'aiTjiliter of
un mu Mime very nice gins in was insulted when we offered
to pay
a
"1'lu"
victim.
tnis town, that i.s, race to look at, but her more.
ter at Maxwell.
mrs. v. u. Lrowe, Secretary ot th; ulor.gV.th tho
difference between grafU1
Joe
ino-iif
one
hnw
can't
French
ran
nn.
He died a victim of pneumoniaN nuuie ctrvico- - ucparunenr, was 8ü- - W. Jüek Orno .. tviih fclm u v
ters and real
peotell? I was very much complimented ple, you nee.
vanced to the position of Vice Chair- - cylinder
which do n't i ii.l thC;
at the Washington Park Hospital man
morning; one of them took a dicand will be an table assistant in ER0W dnftr; so Ion
St. Loupes, October 1.
dir- - ti
tj
tionary and found the word "cute" and
Chicago, Oct. 18th, aged 33years
As you can see by my addres, we
.
"II
pointed
to
me.
So
I'm beginning to be have been traveling some. We went
He leaves a wife and two sons vnapier.
up.
C. L. Justice, and Mrs.. Irvin Oirden
two or three
Edgar Flocrihcim stalled in the all rtipulioil
miles south on
. , it
Jerrold and Paul, aged 8 and 6, were reelected
me ieiiow3 were ínvueu up to a the train, thenhundred
Treasurer and Secre- drifts and failed to get around Route
"stopped at a small vilRev. W. C. Heaton writes from Buf- His fatter, two brothers and a tary
girl'ü
house
to
party
a
night.
list
Three lage
respectively by acclaniction, in 1 Monday. He tried it again Tues
for about 10 days:
falo, Okla., that he has. been returned
girlj from Paris were here visiting rest. (Colombicrs)
of efficient service render- -. day and got through altho the
Viusband are Methodist recognition
we
marched 90 miles.
After
that
drifts
.
.
.
.
to his former charge by the Oklaho- sister's
.
.1
ar.d I guess it vaa quite a success judg
ea in tne
past to assure careiul ana are pretty bad in places
You think you have grapes in Calima Conference and Rev. R. L. Matt Ministers, one brother á banker.
from
ing
comments
the
this
morning.
compeieiii gvivuiumg aim recorua in
fornia, but if they should turn this
hews, formerly of Solano, is his near
We
We remember well last Decem- - the future.
A. I. Burleson came in from Te::as o'clock have been invited to tea at 5 country dry, they would have nothing
Act íioírrliHM of T.nvinia
fia Toa f
with' a French family. They left.
Miss Vivia Griner was appointed Sunday. He feels the cold here, and
when he left here to take Up
is in about the same state of health i
try to be very cordial to all U. S. boys
DeChairman
Home
Service
of
the
We. have seen many things of inis
convinced
is
this
a
coliiiv
country so r.3 a result we are inflicted with
as when here. He and the children Army "Y" work. He has since
partment, Mrs. Crow remaining as than Texas.
terest and of instruction, but very litare fine. We miss him more than ever been Secretary
tea. The custom is very nice but tea tle which tended to make me wish to
at Ft Bliss and at Secretary, and Mrs. C. L. Justice was
that the snow is here and rabbit huntevery evening at 5 o'clock isn't the stay here after the war is over. The
head
of
Membership
the
Yuma,
j&s
Arizona.
buried
He
was
There are many stacks of beans in most palatable stuff in the world.
ing is good
ever.
country is old as the hills. It is nothdifferent communities awaiting threshat his birthplace, Smith Center, Committee.
The privates all have their tobacco ing tQ see buildings 500 to 1000 years
The chapter has material amounting ing and, despite the numerous
threshIt "seems to be the general con- Kansas.
issued to them every five days. But
to about $400.00 worth coming from ers on the mesa they
can't get to all tho officers don't. Some of them bum old. Everything is built of stone and
census of opinion here that the new
the
Mountain Division at Denver for of them. Some
different from the from the privates. I'm feeling fine when once finished needs no recon
county Wagon Mound wants to create
necessary relief work and will then times a few years ago when the
struction for 'centuries. That is peris good enough for us to stand for
editor
Mr. Velarde
have a balance of near $1000.00 in the of this sheet threshed all the beans and expect to continue same as long haps one reason the people are so far
here and there will be no serious
in
we
as
are
Southern France. I hope behind the times. They are born in
Mr. Velarde, of Union County treasury with which to continue its and cane, maize and many other crops
hinder their plans from Roy
It is expected that they with the little "Owens Xo. 4" with we stay in the south until the winter houses that their ancestors were rear,
and vicinity. The people of Eastern died of pneumonia at the Plum-le- e activities.
is over.
will turn their attention to home ser- which he
ed in.
stained the bean industry on
Union county are disturbed and say
hospital Wednesday. The re- vice when the need for over-sea- s
I have had one or two little spells Their wine industry has lasted for
supwe are relfish to accept a blessing
homesickness, but when I feel that
heÍTr cars
plies is less pressing but will continue Simn?)'
centuries. They use little else, think.
and leave them out in the cold mains were taken to Carizo for to
t
t ;'fli(. t my company on little else and know little else. They
work under the direction of the more than half be shipred from
?'
Rov.
but wc believe we can be better neigh- burial Thursday,
someone e're, ro as to forget my trou- - a,-- simply astonished at the method
Denver Division.
bors by having civilized conditions
;i,lK
All is starting out auspiciously un
here even if they cannot.
II. A. Gray, agent at the Roy depot,l We have had plenty of grapes but aid work of the Americans. What
der the new administration and the
Brown
take years to
brought his .amily, from Santa Rosa, thev werewine grapes npd not very we do in months they
' '
N
Harry Brown, who recantly purchas- work will be under direction of Reason last week and
accomplish.
NOTICE
living
the
at
A
good.
few peaches and figs, but no
byiofc
ed the Troctor farms nenr Mills, died ed veterana in Red Cros activities.
is
great
a
Transportation
question,
There will be a special communica:
or nnnlps. I hnvpn't KPfn A bicycle is worth $191), an ordinary
The energy and initiative which Mrs depot. Ihey havÉievcn children Who nlumi.
tion of Acacia Lodge U. D. called for Saturday, from pneumonia, leavinar a
' Roy brought to the cause will be miss-- 1
mi .nai.ge r uaiiaiw since i ieu nome. burirv is worth $(i00. Onlv the verv
,
Saturday night, Nov. fJOth. There v11 wifewid six children to mnurn his i.'kq
1
I but will be remember
"
by training
ed
nhlptmHiprl rr,n in th
He
I,
Rtrnn.a
wafc
,a
?
,
,
be work in one or more degress, it is
T"?don't? T5?1'' For(f have automobiles. In England
V
r
;
e
ana
among
both
experience
prime
of
life
had
and
js worth f800 to $1000. The
so far recovered
f.m;
earnestly desired that all members be
i
l
i,i.,!Wi
asonsr
ntiíi
een
.
with nn n i n
i om,m3 no i nono aa n
J Ford Company puts out more cars
.... C,.
n
...present if possible and visiting breth- from an attack of flu, that he was out
tlii. ,',,.r,s
Tt.,
uuu
wen
mu
iicj
enes.
iuc
arte
working and had hauled a load of hay
every year than the whole of Europe.
The ladies Of Roy and all Who bred stock hit in poor condition on
ren aro cordially invited.
We went to tea yesterday afternoon
for his stock, when the more dangerI haven't seen any ice cream since
F. S. EROWN, W. M.
count
of
short
pasture
can
come and help them, are urg-- !
where tUy and from there went to another party,
ous companion disease overtook him
I
America. Water melons are unleft
'gi-r- n
by the ycung ladies from Paris. heard of, although I have seen a few
ñ
and
and cut short his span.
.was an ed to come to the WOrk-roowho exemplary citizen and' kislie bereaved
Mrs. Anna Branch-Pattoi;fflii.1v.hll,:-jwihiQts
k "o. There we had more iilfriplnn. I cave a lit tl French
inn
At.. .juv
nf .ivw
uuu i.i muiré at coronado, Uilif-Jte- a
'
r.nd sera cookies with a great
..vnjujwhere
in family have the sincere (Sympathy of dresses for Bcltrian
ft,.i. nt ,,m" t h.i i,0uirht át
has beenv chief type-jugglthey
now located nt CM,en nf
are
and
French
couple
We
took
a
ofUh(J
all."
y.
The
funeral
was
held
M. C. A. and he hadn't the
Mills,
at
year
office
for the past
has Monday
this
iMrst, btreet. I hey are bota well and boys with us from the company who
afternoon and interment in children, orphaned and destitute
slightest idea what to do with it or
Wiiicniis,
"jne pC0, musicians and entertainers, how to chew it.
resigned from the job which is a Lthe Mills cemetery.
by the war. True the war is
to with their cid and music furnished
little too strenuous for a girl this
Southern France resembles CaliforThe snow which many residents have by the young ladies we spent
but these children, innocent
rather a
been so confidently predicting, has pleasant time until 11:00 p. m. They nia, except the people of California
bitter winter weather.
victims of hunnish brutality, are commenced to come.
I.O.O.F. Notice
never so far behind the times as
It commenced hpeak some English, about as I speak were
the people here. One sees many ox
still suffering and dying.
Our Friday and continues pretty regularly French,
many of our remarks have teams here and it's very amusing to
T.R. Pint returned Wednesday
Homestead Lodgé no. 40, I. 0. Red Cross
with three or four inches on the ground been rather twisted,
over-seasee them plow. Takes two ta
from Kansas City where he went Q, F, has not been meeting regthe time. It has been cold, foggy,
Thty all speak of the hardshins of We do as much work in a half day;
are ministering to them cant all
windy
and
generally
disagreeable
and (he
in France.
on business last week. The snow ularly for a long time. A' few of YOU
It's all "bosh, with our horsds as they lo in two
come and make a dress for is a little hard on stock unaccustomed Most bovs
of the fellows are havinp it eas-t- o days and as much with a tractor
central the faithful ones will meet and one of
reached as far east
in
bad weather nnd unsheltered but it ü:. than they ever did in their lives
them? Our Soldier-bov- s
onefday as they do all summer with
Kansas, he says.
hold lodge next Wednesday night fought and died
is what we have been praying for, for before.
Thev mt we'l and have dry
for them just as
an ox team.
wheat. Pasture is so good and in j rlac-e- i 'to sleep. The fellow who-usand every Wednesday night here they did for you. ..They are your the
The grapes in this country a"e all
.
.
.
.
faaA
t.l
tl.nvn
.muni,j nlnftu
i .i:.iuiui ..A
.o
me;
;
an
v
i
one
kicks is tn5
who has never sprayed with Paris green, so one has
Miss Tillie Branch is making a after; Come and get acquainted
is
nothing
"
worry
to
about.
little sisters and brothers, or else
teen used to anything.
to be very careful about washing them
record for a beginner at school again.
When we fir.-iinto Bereaul
the
vva.' and all it .means are as
but I have quite a desire for grapes
Roy
has one on the surrounding the peopl.i were n.iusi-a'.l- j
teaching. The other teacher in
kind an.l even at
to you. Come and give towns now, John Smith returned last generous to us. Oivj woman
nothin
een
Floersheim, N.G.
her school at Chilili, near AlbuWe have 4 officers in our building-ana little of yoitr'time and skill, sew week from a trip to Tucumcari and .mule a b i pet of soup and seredit
have it entirely to ourselves,
querque, has resigned and Miss Wm.G. Johnson, Sec'y.
proceeded to break out with a typical t the boy.-- ; before the cvoks got Jin-na little of yourself into a little case of small pox. The local physipretty much our own bosses..
Branch is teaching the entire lot
ready. Wo asked he reason f'jr We are geing
are
t flx up things quite
for
Red
a
dress
Cross
cians
isolated
to
have
him
Nurse
wired
and
for
C.
L.
Wensell returned, Tuesall this kindness and ihey told us thev home-likof 55 pupils and getting the salain the next few days. We
supply
a
of
vaccine
as
their
supply
on
put on the orphaned child of a
were so sorry for cur boys because
ry of two teachers. Her last pay day from Albuquerque where he
hand was dated too far back to be use- they were so tar ed tun they wee miss electric lights though; we only
Belgian
or
French
or
hero
Italian
ful. No special alarm is felt over eating the poison Itrrifs along" the have candles.
check of $130.00 sh sent to her went Sunday to attend a meeting
The process of wine making is very
know,
and
joy
the
of
helping
in
this new outbreak as it is' not apt to read. The couldn't Feerrt to undei-stanmother along with a hundred of of the State Food administration
unique
in itself.
When they want
be
dangerous
as
as
flu, but we are
that those berries are good to to
immediately on his return from thé biggest thing humanity has
into-th-
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the previous months check.
Yes, we are a bit proud of her. Kausas City.

Mrs. Wensell and ever attempted, the practical
of the Christian religion
'Miss Mc Nama, accompanied him
world-wid- e
on
a
basis.
to Albuquerque and remained to
Chas. Long is Loose
spend Thanksgiving with friends
The Santa Fe papers last week Mr.
Wensell indulged in a good
reported the escape of Chas. E. nights sleep
after seven nights
Long, of Mosquero and another
travel spent mostly on trains.
murderer from the penitentiary
Rev. J. M. Wilson went to
at Santa Fs and they are still a
ll Mills Wednesday
large, iío one seems to care
to conduct the On account of Bad Weather
I postponed my Sale billed
but if we were one of the men Thanksgiving Service there.
for NOV. 26th, unti- lat Mosquero whose lives are in
Jackrabbit chases by the dogs
jeopardy again because of him,
we should try to furnish ourself on the streets of Roy have furSee bills for list of desirable
the protection the State denies nished a lot of excitement this ,
stuff
and terms.
Sale starts at
week and kept the dogs busy as
them.
10
Sharp,
A.M.
come
early.
well as Jthe rabbits. They stay
4
2
miles
of
ROY.
Free
Mrs. Earl Baum went to Colo- in the street and the dogs take
Lunch Will Be Served on the Grounds
rado Springs Wednesday to care turns running. A dozen or more
Bring drinking cups and spoons.
Mrs, S, Howie, catches have been made, If the
for her mother
who is iil. She will be absent rabbits
thick out in the
several weeks. Meanwhile Earl country as they are in town, it is
will return to his bacheilorjife.
time to have drives and thin out FOUND- :- Money,' on the street
Thursday, Ask the
Well bet he's sorry for himself the pests,

Postponed
Public Sale

at-a-

Tue. Dec. 3d, '18
j
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Rev.. Bernard C. Eutsler, formerly of Wagon Mound,' writes
from Longmont, Colorado for his
S,A, He has been called to the
patorate of the 1st United Bretha
ren Church at Iiongmot,
place worthy of his talent, but
he still wants to keep track of
his friends here.

Prof.

Trumbull,

agiicultural

Agent for the
&
Ry,
is here again this week gathering data on the wheat acreage
and other crops. He promises us
a summary of his findings when
he has finished which will be the
most accurate and reliable data
E-- P.

S--

on the mesa crops to be found.

s.

Autos Repaired
Fords Fixed
I will open a repair shop

adjoining Roy Blacksmith
hop, Dzz. 2 id. Lab or 75cts
per hour. One man profit
Uve me a trial. Save money
on repair bills.
Raymond A. Pendleton,

wondering

"What next."

eai.

v.

We are billeted here for tonight. I
room with a nice family and everything is lovely. A good
bed and good meals do much to make
the most pessimistic person contented

' have a beautiful

NOTICE
There will be a meeting of the Council of Defense .Saturday, December
14th, called for the purpose of taking
.

up the matter of reducing amounts
pledged for WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
It ,will be necessary for all those
who have pledged more than they can
pay to appear in jperson or make ap
plication in writing for a reduction
giving good and satisfactory reasons
'
therefor
F. S. BROWN,
Chairman Council of Defense.
The Khooling maich was called off
till better weather. It has been too
stormy to enjoy ouUoor sports of late.
Edgar Flon-heihas a new top
on his Ford which protects him like a
house on his trip around the mail route
and is light as an open car. It is plainly the thing to carry rural mail in in
winter weather.
Farm sales continue in numbers surprising to everyone. That there arc
so many people to sell and buyers
enough to make it possible is a remarkable thing. Some of the, most
recent sales have been the beát in
point of prices, and total amount sold
of any. There are a number more
sales booked and Casey is going strong
while the people are buying with con
fidence in the future.
Springer is having her epidemic of
flu now. They are taking good care
of them andVthe mortality is very low
thus far. Roy physicians have several
calla to attend flu patients in Springer,
Taylor Springs also has a number of
cases.

crush the grapes before going
press, they just pull off their shoes
arid wade into it. Some of them don't
even do that and their shoes are the
typical wooden shoes of history. This
cognac is distilled wine and similar to
whiskey in taste and smell.
I have a couple of good enlisted fel
lows with (ae. One was a medical student and quite a capable young man..
Best wishes,

and happy.
I don't know the name of this little town but it makes no difference,
as we are just billeted here for the
night. This march we are having is
surely an experience worth a lot to
LIEUT. ERNEST C. GRINER.
anyone.
We are marching through
the most fertile part of France at a
G. R. Abernathy and Jack Mahoney
rate of5 miles a day.
This little village is quite typical. shipped two cars each of cattle to
They had
A few houses thrown together some the K. C. market Sunday.
hundreds of years ago, built, of stone planned to ship a week or two later
and lot to ta!:e care of themselves. but winter coming suddenly decided
There are usually one or two well them to ship before they had to feed
preserved and "kept up in erch town or have the stock shrink from bad
A rur-.'.of others who
and wo officers arc ucaui'y siven roorc?
.li waiting for a more ia.
there. The house we are in tonight is .a'.o
market will be shipping now
above the average, ijore on tha bungalow tpe quite modern except for while the stock is in prime condition.
electric lights, bath and gas. A peculiar feature of their bed rooms is
NOTICE
the hangings i.bove each bed. There
There will be a meeting of the Counhangis a big sort of an umbrella-lik- e
ing which come down and completely cil of Defense December 14th. There
surrounds the bed like a pyramid tentj will be business of importance and it
On the march we usually get our is desired that ALL members be presF. S. BROWN, Chairman.
evening meal at a restaurant or some ent.
two
we
take
place;
other
the other
with the company. We got a dandy
T. E. Mitchell drove in from Albert;
supper last night for four francs; the Saturday evening and
.attended Mabreakfast this á. m. for two francs.
sonic lodge, remaining over Sunday
1
We walk until or 2 p. m., have our and till noon Monday
to meet liis son,
dinner, hold sick call, clean up, shave Albert Mitchell, who is among those
take a bath, change our clothes and who have been mustered out at the
rest the remainder of the evening.
training camp where he was in trainWe are treated like princes on ev ing for the army. They tackled the
ery hand. Theygive us the best they trip home in the blinding blizzard and
have. We have seen some wonderful deep snow, depending on their high
power car and intimate knowledge of
them were regular castles four and the road to get them home safely.
er

e

i
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FOREIGN

King George and Queen Mary of
England are expected In Paris Nov. 29.
The elections In Germany for a constituent assembly have been set for

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS

For the Small Boy

Feb. 2.
'Allied action toward inflicting punishment on the Kaiser is daily becoming more probable.
The first section of the German
fleet to be delivered to the allies left
Kiel for the North sea.
Allied and neutral shipping losses
in October totaled 93,000 tons, the
British admiralty announced.
According to Berlin advices enormous stores of foodstuffs were found
In the castle of the former German
emperor in Berlin.
An explosion of munition trains at
the station of Hamont, Belgium,
caused casualties estimated to be between 1,500 and 2,000.
Count Carlo Sforza, former IUiian
n inlster to China, has arrived at Constantinople, having been appointed
high commissioner for Italy in Turkey.
The Ukrainian government has been
overturned and Kiev has been captured by troops from Astrakhan, according to Kiev dispatches to Swedish
newspapers.
Two hundred bags of gold and silver German coins, each weighing 100
pounds, have arrived in Holland for
the former Kaiser, it was reported in
Amsterdam
All the members of the Hohenzol-lerdynasty will leave Germany In
the near future, according to a Frankfort dispatch to the Rotterdam Cour-anTheir destination, it adds, is not
yet known.
Germany gave way, not because she
had changed her views, but because
she knew she would be absolutely
beaten, declared the Earl of Reading,
who has been mentioned as one of the
British peace delegates, In a speech

RECORD OF THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
DOINGS,

ACHIEVE
HOPES

MENTS, SUFFERINGS,
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

to'trtirn N.w.pap.r Union Newi Service.

ABOUT THE WAX
Sick and wounded of the American
expeditionary forces brought home for
the week ending Nov. 16 totaled V
046, the surgeon general announced in
Washington.
Twenty more German submarines
were surrendered to Admiral Sir Reginald Tyrwhltt off Harwich Friday
morning. This makes a total of fifty-nin- e
submarines thus far handed over.
With General Pershing, the Ameri- at her side,
can commander-in-chief- ,
the youthful grand duchess of Luxemburg, from the balcony of her palace,
watched the American troops march
Into her capital.
German casualties up to Oct 31
were 6,320,000, according to the Socialist newspaper Vorwaerts In Berlin. They were divided as follows:
Killed,

pensions,

re-

$8,000,000,000;

turn of the 1871 Indemnity,
Interest on 1871 indemnity,
$1,000,-000,00-

$11,000,000,000.

Germany as a naval power ceased
to exist Nov. 21. The heart of her
mighty fleet fourteen ships of the
Une, seven light cruisers and fifty destroyerssurrendered to an armada
of British, American and French vessels, the greatest fighting force that
ever stood out to sea. The minutely
detailed program of submission laid
down by the commander of the British fleet was carried out strictly according to plan.
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The Chamber of Deputies In Paris
of the sitting paid
homage to President Wilson, who was
proclaimed "as having well deserved
of humanity." The same honor also
was rendered to the allied nations and
their chiefs.
William Hohenzollern Is spending
most of his time in bed in his retreat
at Amerongen castle because of tho
Illness with which he was suddenly
stricken recently, according to the
Amsterdam correspondent of the Lon-doDaily Express.
In a proclamation the new govern'
ment of Saxony, according to a dis
patch from Dresden, declares it is
striving for the abolition of the old
federal constitution and for the union
of the Saxon and German peoples In
a republic Including German-Austria- ,
From a special investigation in
western Germany the correspondent
of the London Daily Mail at The
Hague has ascertained there is con
siderable hostility against the former
emperor and his eldest son. The cor
respondent says after William Hohen
zollern entered Holland 1,000 German
soldiers arrived at the frontier and
demanded they be allowed to pursue
and kill him. They were turned back
by Dutch frontier guards.
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In table decorations this year Santa
Claus will beam from the midst of
and the national
patriotic place-card- s
colors mingle with the regulation green
and red. Here are little figures made
of crepe paper, representing America,
England and France. They are simply little pasteboard paper dolls with,
printed or painted faces, dressed up in
paper clothes and tiny poper hats. To
make the table complete, Belgium,
Italy and Serbia are to be represented.
Each little figure might bear a tiny
flag. They are supported by strips
of cardboard pasted to them at the
back and are to be used for place
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dian casualty list.
The sneak thief epidemic, which
broke out in Santa Fe several years
ago, seems again to be raging.
Frank Bartlleto, an employé at the
Blossburg mine near Raton, met his
death while at work in the mine, '
Myndus farmers are planning to go
In extensively the coming season for
the planting of long staple cotton.
Gilbert McNutt, of Albuquerque, and
Baker A. Phillips, of Clayton, are
among those reported wounded in the
casualty lists.
Thomas L. Blankeny, of Hope, Eddy
county, is reported killed in action In
the list of casualties among the
American soldiers abroad.
Confectioners and bakers in New
Mexico have been granted a 50 per
cent increase in sugar allotments as
figured on a monthly average basis.
The entire population of less than
200 people In the village of Baldy is
down with the Influenza, according to
reporta which have been received at
Raton.
Street car service, which was discontinued early In September, will be
resumed and Las Vegas will be glad
to welcome It back. The cars have
been overhauled and repainted.
Tender of the Mountalnalr Sanatorium Association, through its secretary, of the entire property of the
company to the government free for
the use of the sick and disabled soldiers, returning home, has been made.
In a letter made public at Santa Fe,
Larrazolo announces that "within a very few days"
he will call a conference of stock
growers and farmers of the state to
consider the conditions facing them
and their needs.
owner of several sheep
Rafael Vigil,
'
and cattle herds In the vicinity of
Black Lake, near Raton, was killed
while on a return journey from an Inspection trip to one of the camps. He
r
was shot In the side with a
bullet.
The names of the following soldiers
from New Mexico appear In the list
of casualties released by the War Department for publication:
Rafael'
Maes, Peralta wounded degree undeGovernor-elec- t

A larger figure of Santa Clans is
also made of crepe paper with the help
of white cotton. It is built on a stick,
with wires attached for arms and legs.
On this frame a bo.ly of cotton Is fashioned, wound to place with thread.
The head Is a ball of cotton covered
with pink crepe paper. The eyes ur
painted on and cotton makes the eyebrows and beard. Red crepe paper
and cotton form the coat and bat
30COCOCXXXXXXX3COCOOOOOOOO
Whoever she is, she will love this
shopping bag of taffeta silk . with its
celluloid mountings, but if It matches
her street suit In color her Joy in it
will be complete. This one Is of navy
blue taffeta lined with bright red taf
feta. The celluloid mounting Is of the
Fame red and so Is the long silk tassel.
The bag is suspended by a strap of
the navy silk.

-

Mora county.
T. M. Tipton, of East Las Vegas,
was reported wounded in the Cana-
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Gathered From All Over
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Here Is a tent made of strong, tin- bleached domestic, bound with red
braid which will rejoice the heart of
the small boy. It Is about eighteen
Inches long and is set up on a frame
of wood that supports a small rod
of wood at the front and back. A
third rod forms the ridge-polFour
tape loops are stitched to each side
of the tent and slipped over tacks in
the sides of the supporting frame. A
little flag, a pair of paper soldiers and
a wooden cannon, make up an outfit
cards or merely for ornament
that will launch a delighted little chap
on a military career a half minute
after he discovers It. The tent Is easy
to make and the soldiers are cut out
of printed paper.

in London.

The War Department has designated
the American Red Cross as a national SPORT
Robert L. Blewett, president of the
"welcome home" committee for rePacific Coast International league, an
turned soldiers.
Additional drastic rules were put nounced at Seattle, Wash., that tho
operate during the
I.
into effect In an effort to definitely P. C. league will
1919 season.
rid Salt Lake of the influenza epiThe grand championship in the all
demic.
age field tríala of the National Fox
New styles In men's straw hats heretofore barred by conservation restric- Hunters' Association was won at Col
J,
tions of the War Industries Board, urabia, Tenn., by Jack, owned by
Clem
Maupln
Kentucky.
Sha
of
W.
will be permissible next season.
by R. L. Rays of West
Official tabulation of Missouri elec- ver, owned
second, and Phoebe,
Virginia,
took
tion returns show Selden P. Spencer,
C. Long óf Tennessee,
republican, defeated former Governor owned by T.
won third.
Joseph W. Folk for United States senGENERAL
Repubator by a majority of 36,683.
Consolidation of the services of the
licans elected congressmen from the
Tenth, Twelfth, Thirteenth, Four- Western Union and Postal Telegraph
teenth and Fifteenth districts. Speak- Companies, under government control,
In the was announced by Postmaster General
er Champ Clark was
Burleson, effective Dec. 1.
Nlr.th by 1,529.
Investigation of the alleged disloy
The largest cargo of coconut oil
ever received In San Francisco was al speech of Senator La Follette at
recently delivered by the steamer St. Paul more than a year ago was
Royal Arrow from Manila and Cebu, abandoned by the Senate elections
consisting of 11,500 tons, valued at $4,- - committee on a vote of 9 to 2.
eoo.ooo.
Christmas parcels for men In the
armies and auxiliary service of the
WASHINGTON
allies may be mailed from this coun
Regulations limiting the amount of try up to Nov. 30 without the need of
bituminous coal stored by consumers an export license, under an order by
were lifted by Fuel Administrator Gar- the postoffice department.
field.
More than 100,000 persons have ;apPresident Wilson sent to King Al- plied since the armistice was signed
bert of Belgium a telegram felicita- for permission to go abroad, accordting the Belgian ruler on the
ing to customs officials at New York,
of the royal family Into. Brussels, oc- who announced that no passports for
cupied since the first days of the war
foreign travel would be Issued except
by German armies.
in necessity.
Through a radio telephone installed
The first proclamation of Admiral
on the south portico of the White
Alexander Kolchak as dictator and
House, President Wilson directed the
army
commander of the
maneuvers of half a dozen army air- and fleet, is addressed to the peoplo
planes flying over the Potomac river of Russia. It Is dated at Omsk, Nov.
several miles away.
19, and declares the alms of the dictaAll motormen and conductors of the torship. These aims are: "The creaButte, Mont., Electric Railway Com- tion of a fit army, the conquest of
pany shall receive 61 cents an hour Bolshevism, the organization of right
the first three months; 63 cents the and order so that the people can select
next nine months, and 65 cents there- the form of government they desire
after, the National War Labor Board without hindrance and be able to
achieve their Ideas of liberty."
announced.
A cablegram from Paris to the
Savings through War Department
readjustment orders, including cancel- American Red Cross headquarters at
lation of contracts, are estimated at Washington said Marshal Petain
plans to come to the United States.
$1,336,000,000 by Secretary Baker.
Total subscriptions to the Fourth
Resignation of John D. Ryan, second assistant secretary of war and di- Liberty Loan were $6,989,047,000. The
rector of air service, and of William oversubscription of $989,047,000 was
C. Potter, his chief assistant, was an- 16.48 per cent. Every federal reserve
nounced by Secretary Baker.
district exceeded Its allotted quota.
President Wilson signed the emerThe emperor of Japan has conferred
gency agricultural appropriation bill decorations upon several American
with (its legislative rider providing for army officers, Including Generals
national prohibition from next July 1 March, Bliss and Pershing, Secretary
flnUl the American army is demob- - Lansing was informed by the Japanese ambassador.
Ulfd.
'
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Pithy News Items

Hard work never killed anybody.
But hard work, with Irregular houre
and neglect of reet doee weaken the
kldneyi and keepe one tired, mlaerable
and half elck. If your back achea-- lf
you have headachna, dlntneea and
urinary dliordere don't waltl Help
the weakened kidneys before dropiy,
gravel or Brlght'e dlaie attacks you.
tee Doan'a Kidney PlUa. They have
helped thoutanda and an ueed the
world over.

Agitation is already under way to
revive the old project for a division of

t.

1,680,000; wounded, 4,000,000;
490,000; fate unknown, 260,-00-

$20,000,-000,00-

Table Decorations
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Holiday Candle Shades
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A Gift for Him

O.

A.

small-calibe-

termined; Porflora Petria, Belen,'dled
of wounds; Benjamin Galleger, Pich-achwounded slightly.
In designating Nov. 28 as ThanksgivLindsay said:
ing Day, Governor
"During the period of the American
Revolutionary
War eight special
Thanksgiving Days were observed, In
recognition of signal victories by the
Colonial patriot army or in giving
spen expression of gratitude to Divine
Providence for Its wondrous deliverance from destructive defeat.
Our
martyred and yet immortal President
Lincoln first appointed the last Thurs-lain November as Thanksgiving
Day. In this good year, 1918, the people of the state of New Mexico rejoice
'n greater cause for thanksgiving to
the God of our fathers than ever yet
has blessed His and their children.
A sudden victorious peace
has been
3onquered out of the world war, begun
by tyrants, to extend their system
rver all nations and all peoples. From
luch dire calamity, the Great God, our
King, has delivered ua by His righteous might, so that free government,
jnder law, has been justified finally
ind now is triumphant in the world.
Because of this inestimable blessing
we are filled with gratitude."
i
Maj. C. M. Barber, of the First battalion of the New Mexico Home
y

When Christmas comes all the candles deserve to be dressed up with
new shades, and everyone is happy
when these are among the gifts that
the morning discloses.
This year's
shades are mostly made of parchment
A collar box, a bag for brush and painted with conventional flowers in
comb and a pad of shaving paper will bright colors. Whoever can handle oil Guard at Albuquerque, received inforplease one's men friends, whether they colors and a brush is sure of pleasing mation from Santa Fé that state officials have appointed A. C. E. Von
travel much or not; but the traveler friends.
Nyvenhelm Inspector general of the
will be thrice grateful for them. They
Btate Home Guard. He was given a
are made of heavy unbleached linen ooocxx)ococococyxxxxxxxx)c
commission of a colonel and will have
and embroidered with colored floss.
headquarters In Santa Fé.
One might embroider a handsome
monogram Instead of a flower design
Frank Gallegos, accused of a statuon them and solve the dlfflcit prob
tory crime against a
girl,
lem or a gift for him.
has been taken to Roswell and placed
In jail there for safe keeping, followOOOOOCOCOOCOOOCOCOOOCCIOOOO
ing threats of violence which had
been made against him at Carrizozoi
This action was taken following a
preliminary hearing when his bond
was fixed at $2,000.

For Book'Lovers
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Book lovers will appreciate these
covered with tapestry and
lined with silk, and they are easy to
make. Among office furnishings the
foundations of thin metal are to be
found. These are first padded with
olottlng paper glued to them then
the tapestry and silk covering is sewed
ver them and finally a silk cord is
tacked about the edges. For a bedroom the covering might be of cretonne. The pair shown here has a
book-end-

s,

(owing of tapeitry in dark colon.

One can gauge a deep affection with
one of those smart, hand-knsweaters
that are worn by women, lucky enough
to own them, everywhere. This one is
made of turquoise blue zephyr with
white bands at the wrists and across
the collar. They are made in rose and
white or in pale green or yellow vita
.
..
.
white bam,
it

v

Elbert W. Blancett, convicted of
killing his motoc companion, Clyde D.
Armour in the Glorieta woods, was
not hanged Nov. 15, when the reprieve
granted him by the governor expired.
Blancett's attorney several days ago
filed a writ of error in the State Supreme Court which stays execution for
a period of sixty days to allow time
to perfect the appeal to the United
States Supreme Court. Blancett la
still in the state penitentiary and he
is reported to be in good health.
The secretary of war wired Governor W. E. Lindsey to notify the may
ors and sheriffs throughout the state
that the War Department requests the
local authorities to do their utmost to
"clean up" on vice and bootlegging in
order to protect the men in military
service.
Hugh K. Gale, Liberty, was killed
in action in France. Rudolph G. Ash
backer, Elida, and Boyne Zumwalt,
Mule Creek, are missing in action.
Henry J. Hartman of Springer and
William R. Mayor of Albuquerque
were wounded in action.
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Doan'i Kidney Pills 'mKtffim.
to me I began using them. They helped me eo much that I kept on taking
them until I waa practically cured."
Cat Daaari at Aay Stare. 60e a Boa
-

DOAN'SWAV

CO, BUFFALO, N. T.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

The Very Name Jars on Him.
"Can't you find congenial workt"
"Madam, for me no work is
Boston, Evening Transcript.

EAT A

TABLET!

DYSPEPSIA GONE
INSTANTLY
DIAPEP8IN
RELIEVES 60UR, GA8SY OR
ACID STOMACHS.,

'APE'S

Whta meals hit back and your stom-ic- h
is sour, acid, gassy, or yon feel full
ind bloated. When you have heavy
umpa of pain or headache from Indi '
restlon. Here Is instant relief I

A A

Just as soon as yon eat a tablet or
of Pope's Dlapepsln all the dyspepsia, Indigestion and stomaoh digress ends. These pleasant, harmless
ablets of Pope's Dlapepsln never fall
:o make npset stomachs feel fine at
race, and they cost very little at draf
."wo

Adv.

itores.

Dressing.
peDiscussion of the "after-the-wtad" is becoming more general, some
telievlng that it Is too early to predict
vhat effect victory will have
and their mode of living. One
wutourler predicts that the most elab-trathings will be made and women
thould wear them as an expression of
'ictory. Banquets and receptions in
lonor of foreign visitors and our
men will demand such clothes,
md It Is really up to the women to
leal their heartaches as best they can
tnd lift the spirit of the country. The
English women have been doing this
'or some time; they have avoided
nournlng and are creating as gay a
inte as possible in London. Women's
"After-the-Wa-

te

tfear.
"Clinics" the Fashion.
To be up to date these days your
ommunlty should have an
llnlc, the department of agriculture
luggests. Not the amount you spend
in clothes but the amount you save
s the criterion by which you are
judged In this year of need. The home
lemonstratlon agents usually hold the
:llnics, and old garments are brought,
ipped and made over by the women
inder their direction. This
campaign In Iowa is partlcu-arl- y
strong.
Cause for Sadness.
The Thrift Stamp Why so Jealous t
The Rubber Stamp IT1 never grow
Into a War Stamp.

Thousands
erf

Hand'Knit Sweaters

'

Ycrk Alose Never Kills

Hará

n

prisoners,

The allied armies of occupation are
now well on their way to the Rhine.
Among the Important cities reoccu-pie- d
are Brussels, Antwerp, Metz,
Mallnes, Alost, Montmedy, Saarburg,
Colmar, Mulhausen, Sabern, Markricu
and Neu Breisach.
A continuous procession of German
troops Is passing through Limberg,
homeward bound, according to the
Handelsblad of Amsterdam. At least
150,000 will cross
the border near
Roosteren, where they will be dis'
armed by the Dutch.
Germany owes France $68,000,000,-000- ,
according to figures compiled by
Paris Le Matin. The following items
are Included In the total: Cost of war,
reparation,
128,000,000,000;
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METHODS OUTLINED FOR CURING
PORK AND PRINCIPAL PRESERVATIVES USEE

VARIOUS

LOOK AT CHILD'S
TONGUE IF SICK,

THie Confessions of a Germami
x
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Meat Curing and Smoke House Built In Georgia After- Plans by. United
States Department of Agriculture.
CPrepared by the United States Depart- the meat by the application of the fob
ment of Agriculture.)
lowing ingredients:
The first essential In curing pork is For each 100 pounds of meat use- -:
to make sure it is thoroughly cooled. 84 pounds salt.
Meat should never be frozen either 1 pounds melted sugar or warm sirup.
prior to or during the period of curing. " I ounces saltpeter.
I ounces red pepper.
The proper time to begin curing Is
All the ingredients should be mixed
when the meat Is cooled and still fresh.
Twenty-fou- r
to 88 hours after killing thoroughly. Rub each piece of meal
with the mixture. Pack the meat In a
19 the opportune time.
container, hams on the bottom, shoulVessels for Curing.
ders next, and bacon sides on top.
A clean hardwood molasses or sirup Enough liquid will be formed to cover
barrel is a suitable vessel In which to the hams. Allow the meat to cure for
cure pork. The barrel should be clean six weeks, string and hang In the
and tight so as to prevent leakage. A smokehouse. The bacon and smallet
large stone or metal Jar is the best pieces of meat, after they are cured,
container In which to cure meat, but should be eaten first. The hams are
the initial cost Is high. Stone or metal better after they have aged.
containers are very easily kept clean.
d
Pork.
,
If a barrel Is used repeatedly for curd
pork requires more work
ing pork it Is necessary to scald It out
though it Is somethoroughly before fresh pork is packed than brine-cureDanger from
times less expensive.
into It.
rats and other vermin is less in the
Curing Agents.
pork. Both meth'
case of brine-cure- d
Salt, saltpeter, sugar, and molasses od9 of curing are very successful if
are the principal preservatives used In care is taken to see that each operacuring pork. Borar, boric acid, for- tion is executed correctly. Following
malin, salicylic acid, and other chem- is the method of dry curing:
icals nre sometimes used, but their use
each 100 pounds of meat use
is prohibited In connection with meats For
7 pounds salt.
and products to which the federul in2V4 pounds sugar.
2 ounces saltpeter.
spection law Is applicable.
Suit when applied alone to meat
Mix nil Ingredients thoriughly, then
makes it very hard and dry, because rub
of the quantity of this
Its action draws out the meat Juices mixture over the meat and pack it
and hnrdens the muscle fibers. Salt- away In a box or on a table. The
peter is used to preserve the natural third day break bulk and rub on half
color of the meat. It is more astrin- of the remaining mixture over the
gent than salt and should be used meat and again pack the meat. Break
sparingly.
Sugar and molasses act bulk the seventh day, and rub the redifferently than salt. They soften the mainder of the mixture over the meat
muscle fibers and improve the flavor and pack the meat to cure. Allow one
of the meat, hence the combination of day and a half cure for each pound of
salt and sugar make a good cure.
meat. After the meat has cured, wash
each piece with lukewarm water and
Brine Curing and Dry Curing.
Much diversity of opinion exists as hang in the smokehouse.
Another dry cure is as follows:
to the merits of the two ways of cur
ing brining and dry curing.
For each 100 pounds of meat use
It is less trouble to pack meat in a 8 pounds salt. sirup.
warm
barrel and pour on brine than to rub 82 pounds
ounces saltpeter.
meat three or four times with salt 8 ounces black pepper.
2 ounces red pepper.
The brine keeps away Insects and ver
All the above Ingredients should be
min. If directions, are followed closely and pure water Is used In making mixed together thoroughly. Rub eac
the brine, it will not spoil and should piece of meat thoroughly with this
keep for a reasonable length of time. mixture and pack the meat in bulk on
If the brine becomes "ropy," It should a clean floor or table or in a contain
be poured off and boiled or a ney? er. In ten days break bulk and repack
brine made. A cool cellar Is the most the meat. This is done to make the
desirable place for both brine and dry cure more uniform and to prevent
curing, though more moisture is re- souring. Allow the meat to cure five
quired for dry curing.
or six weeks.
X
Brine-Cure- d
Pickled Pork.
Pork.
There are many different formulas
Fatbacks cut Into suitable pieces for
for curing pork by the brine method, curing are generally treated In the fol
but the recipe given, below if followed lowing manner: The pieces of meat
closely will give very good results:
are packed In a container and a pilule
For each 100 pounds of meat use
made of the following ingredients is
8 pounds salt.
poured over the meat: To four gal
1V pounds sugar or sirup.
Ions of water add ten pounds of salt
2 ounces saltpeter.
and two ounces of saltpeter for each
4 gallons of water.
Dry-Cure-

Dry-cure-

f

one-thir- d

In warm weather nine or ten 100 pounds of meat.
pounds of salt are preferable.
Smlthfleld Ham.
Allow four days' cure for each pound
Smlthfleld hams are cured as folof bam and shoulder and three days lows:
for bacon and small pieces. For exThe hams are placed in a large tray
ample, a
ham will take 60 of fine Liverpool salt, then the flesh
days; a piece of bacon weighing ten surface Is sprinkled with finely ground
pounds, 30 days.
crude saltpeter until the hams are as
The brine should be made the day white as though covered by a moder
before It is used, so that It will be ate frost or, say, use three to four
f cool. All the Ingredients are poured pounds of the powdered saltpeter to
into the water and boiled until thor- the thousand pounds of green hams.
oughly mixed. Place ham on the botAfter applying the saltpeter, salt
tom of the container, shoulders next,
with the Liverpool fine salt,
bacon sides and smaller cuts on top, covering well the entire surface. Now
Pour in the brine, and be sure It cov- pack the hams In bulk, but not in piles
ers the meat thoroughly. In five days more than three feet high. In ordinary
pour off the brine and change the weather the hams should remain thns
meat, placing the top meat on the bot- for three days.
tom and the bottom meat on top, then
Then break bulk and resalt with the
pour back the brine. Repeat this op- fine salt. The hams thus salted and
eration again on the tenth and eight- resalted should now remain in salt in
eenth days.
If the pickle becomes bulk one day for each and every pound
ropy, take out all the meat and wash each ham weighs that Is, a
it off thoroughly, also the container. ham should remain ten days, and in
Boll the ropy pickle; or, better, make like proportion of time for larger and
new ptckle. When each piece of meat smaller sizes.
has received the proper cure, take It
Next wash with tepid water until
ont of the pickle and wash In luke- the hams are thoroughly cleaned, and,
warm water, string, and hang in the after partially drying, rub the entire
smokehouse.
The temperature of the surface with finely ground black pepsmokehouse should not exceel 125 de- per.
grees F. Smoke the meat until it has
Now the hams should be hung in the
a good chestnut color.
j smokehouse and the Important opera'
An excellent cure, in which the meat tion of smoking begun. The smoking
Is preserved in brine, Is formed from should be done very gradually and
the mixture of Juices brought out of slowly, lasting 80 to 40 days,
d

eral wagons turned over and others
imbedded in the inud. The
horses were unhitched from these and
the wagons left behind. The wagoners
mounted these horses and drove on,
forgetting everything in one wild
n
race for safety.
An officer rode up and banded an order to our captain. We were halted
at a field close to the road. There we
were permitted to stack our guns and
rest As we lay at this point we
watched the passing columns, field
kitchens, munition trains, sanitary col
umns and field postal wagons racing
by in one grand carnival of confusion,
Every wagon carried wonnded men.
Their faces indicated clearly what tor
tures they were enduring as they were
bumped along over the unspeakable
roads upon heavy trucks. Still they
were anxious to go ahead at whatever
cost They feared the fate which
vould befall them should they fall into
the hands of their merciless enemy,
which would show them the same con
blderatlon which they themselves had
offered in previous encounters, in
which they took no French wounded
men prisoners.
Evening came on and with It tor
rential rain. We lay in the fields,
weary and chilled through, yet no one
of our unit moved, for we were ut
terly overcome by exhaustion. Artll
lery detachments now began to arrive,
but few of them had their required
number of six guns. Many had only
three, others two, and a few proceeded
with only one fieldplece. At one time
a whole row of about fifty gun car
riages passed without any guns mount
ed upon them whatever. These bat
teries had managed to save their
horses, but were compelled to abandon
their guns to the French. Some car
riages were drawn by only two to four
horses instead of the required six.
There now passed before us some
fifteen magnificent automobiles, the ap
pearance of which won the admiration
of everybody.
"Ah," exclaimed many of the soldiers, "the general staff Duke Albrecht of Wurtemberg and his friends."
Discontent and murmurs of rebellion went through our ranks. Everybecame
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ly a Prussian Officer Who Participated
in the Ravaging and Pillaging of Belgium
Written

Other field kitchens were near by.
They had prepared more food than
their companies needed. Many for
whom they had cooked will never eat
again. We were Invited to come and
get whatever we wanted.
We had scarcely finished eating
when we had to march on. Presently
we were Joined by more members of
our company. Our captain appeared
One of our officers reported to him the
number missing. lie stepped in front
of the company and said cheerfully,
"Good morning, men," although It was
seven o'clock in the evening. A growl
was the only response. We were then
ordered to go to the wagons standing
at the north side of the town, where
each man was to supply himself with
cartridges and three hand grenades.
We gathered at 'the wagons at 9:30
o'clock and each man took 600 cartridges, his three grenades and matches
to light them. On the way to the wagons, we saw everywhere formations being hastily organized from stray soldiers and we received the Impression
of some great activity In preparation.
. The ruin had begun to fall in torrents. As we took our places we saw
the streets filled with troops wearing
special uniforms to protect them
against the weather. These uniforms
consisted of a suit Of weatherproof
clothing, a cap, such baggage as must
be taken on a march, a tent cloth, tent
sticks, dishes and, with the pioneers,
trench tools. Thus equipped, we stood
In the rain and waited, ignorant of
what lay before us.
We were ordered to take the breech
locks out of the guns and put them
In our bread bags. The guns now
were no good for shooting. We now
began to understand what lay before
us. A night attack was planned with
bnyonets and hand grenades, and the
measures which had been taken were
taken so that we would not shoot at
one another in the darkness.
We stood and waited until eleven
o'clock, when the order suddenly came
to go into quarters. We did not know
what to make of this after all the
preparations. We could tell from the
drum fire and the red glare in the sky
that the. battle had not lessened In
violence. The sky glowed, Illumined
by the burning villages and farms.
On the way to our quarters we heard
the officers saying among themselves
that a final trial had been Intended to
defeat the French. This had been the
reason behind the preparations for the
night attack which had now been
called off.
Headquarters apparently had decided otherwise. Perhaps It was known
there that nothing could be accom
plished by attacking and the order was
given to begin the retreat which was
put into effect the next morning at six
o'clock. We did not realize then that
this was to be our last night In Vltry.
We were sheltered In a shed for the
night. As we were very tired, we soon
were fast asleep. We were aroused at
four o'cloek'ln the morning, everyone
was given a loaf of bread and ordered
to fill his canteen with water, after
which the march began. Although we
were ignorant of our destination, the
Inhabitants of Vitry seemed to understand where we were going and they
stood on the streets throwing us significant glances.

panic-stricke-

7

is

Everywhere the feverish movement
teas on. We stopped in front of the
town hall. Here the captain told us
that because of difficulty In the terrain
our troops had to vacate their posi
V é
Uons and retire to nearby heights and
Dccupy new defenses. With that he
Field Kitchens Were Near By.
turned around and pointed to a ridge
k
body was mad and the accursed torjn the horizon.
"There we shall make a stand and rential rain had no tendency to lighten
wait for the enemy," he said. "No our spirits. "They have directed the
will arrive today and
a few days we may send picture
postal cards to your homes from
Paris."
In

CHAPTER IX.

'"

I must confess that most of us be
lieved in this at the time, that we
would soon be in Paris. Other bodies
nf troons arrived from nil aides. We
had marched several hours when news
came to us that Vltry had been re
taken by the French and that they had
seized a tremendous amount of military stores, captured the hospitals, together with their medical units and patients, and that the sanitary compa
nies also had been made prisoners. At
about two o'clock in the afternoon we
arrived at the heights which had been
pointed out to us early in the march
by our captain.
We now began to understand that
something had gone wrong. Streets
were filled with troops from all
branches of service, trying to use the
road along which we were marching.
Being outnumbered, we were crowded
backward. Empty munition columns
raced by us in no order whatever.
They were followed by canteen and
other supply wagons. The greatest
confusion reigned everywhere. Every
minute added to the congestion until
finally them was a dead halt The
drivers of Some wagons left the road
and tried to pass around the congested
portions by traversing the fields, which
bad been soaked by heavy rains. Ser

contained deep shell holes, which were
filled with water. In the heavy dark
ness men fell into these water holes.
Thoroughly drenched, we continued
our march. No attention was paid to
obstacles in the way over which we
were constantly stumbling. Speed was
the only aim. Dead men, and horses
lay in the middle of the road, but no
one took pains to remove them.
At dawn we arrived at a little Til
lage, where we halted. We took pos
session and established as strong
temporary defense as possible in he
time permitted. Our position was established behind a cemetery wall. New
troops continued to arrive, but all were
badly disorganized. Cavalry, mounted
artillery and machine-gu-n
detachments
followed.
These had some sort of
formation and while there was some
disorder the panic, which characterized the other units, was missing here.
They also showed evidences of having
suffered losses, but nothing In com
parison to ours.
CHAPTER

X

The enemy's shelling to reduce our
position gradually grew stronger, but
without effect Some houses caught
fire. Enemy cavalry patrols in strong
force appeared and disappeared again.
Everything became quiet . Within tea
minutes matters again became lively,
as large hostile columns approached,
We retired some distance without firing a shot The artillery took a position behind a vlllageand began shell
ing the approaching enemy. A cavalry
patrol galloped across an open field,
the horses covered with foam. We
heard the commander of the patrol tell
a cavalry officer that the enemy were
approaching from all sides. We quick
ly left the Tillage. The artillery remained and the cavalry detachments
occupied a position while the cannon
were trained on the enemy. Toward
noon shrapnel shells again began
bursting over our heads, but they exploded too high In the air to do us any
damage. Yet this served as a serious
reminder to us that the enemy kept
right on our heels, a realization of
which caused our retreat to become a
rout The numbers who dropped exhausted constantly increased. It was
impossible to render them any assist
ance, for there were no more wagons,
Many soldiers used their last atom
of strength to drag themselves to the
side of the road. Others fell where
they were marching to be crushed soon
afterward under the horses' hoofs or
the wheels of any vehicle that might
pass.
The road was strewn with
equipment thrown away by the sol
diers. Our detachments had long since
cast aside all unnecessary impedimenta.
In this way we proceeded until we
reached a forest which was filled with
fugitives. Many of these had stretched
some sort of cloth from tree to tree
as a protection from the rain. There
they lay, men, women and children
and old men, some In unspeakable mis
ery. This fugitives' camp was spread
over the forests to the edge of the
road and as we passed we could see
the furrows woven into their faces by
the terrible sufferings they had been
through. They looked at us with weary
and saddened eyes. The children
begged for bread, but we had none
for ourselves, even though we were
tortured by hunger.
The enemy's
shrapnel continued to accompany us.
Scarcely had we passed through the
forest when shrapnel burst in It As a
consequence a camp of fugitives, now
exposed to trench fire, was abandoned
and its numbers sought safety In the
open fields. Many tried to accompany
us until the order came forbidding
them the road, as their advance hindered troop movements. The fugitives,
therefore, were forced into the rain-soaked fields.
Toward evening we reached a Til
lage which had previously been sacked
and here we found some rest The
mayor and two citizens of this Tillage
had been seized by the Germans and
taken away under cavalry escort Just
why this had been done we were un
able to find out We did know, however, that almost every town was
obliged to give hostages. Most of the
cattle were taken along and large
herds were transported to the rear by
cavalry.
We belonged to the rear guards,
which explained why we were unable
to find anything to eat There was absolutely nothing to the village where
we were now quartered. After half
an hour with our hunger still unap-peased we resumed our march. After
we had marched about three kilometers we arrived at a spot which had
formerly been a bivouac. Advancing
armies had camped here perhaps eight
days before. Bread, which had been
plentiful then, lay strewn around on the
ground. In spite of its water-soake- d
condition it had been gathered up and
eaten with ravenous appetites. Nothing mattered how our stomachs were
filled if only our hunger might be ap
peased.

slaughter of thousands and now they
motor away," said one man, while we
lay here In a morass In the rain. "We
are not considered."
What we were to be assigned to do
had not yet been told us. We were left
lying in our swamp until ten o'clock
that night The troops continued to
flow back In great disorganized contingents.
Machine gun companies
passed with, empty wagons, having lost
their guns. The thundering of the
cannon gradually came nearer from the
west The noise along the highways
became greater and a panic spread,
adding to the horrors of the night Fu-- 1
gltives wandered around in the dark
ness through the streaming rain, trying
to lead their wives and children to
safety, only to find death under the
wheels of the wagons. The wounded
were also mangled by scores; piteous
cries for help were beard everywhere.
Under the strain of the traffic the
roads became badly broken up and all
along their sides abandoned vehicles of
every description lay.
We started forward at about three
o'clock in the morning and soon we
were with the rear guard. Infantry
regiments, now merely fragments of
their former strength, arrived in a
fearful condition. The soldiers had
thrown away their knapsacks and ev(TO BBJ CONTINUED.)
ery unnecessary article which might
be an impediment to speed.
Trust Providence.
Before long the first enemy shrap
De vori' Is like a railroad engine,
nel burst over our heads, which re an' sometimes Jumps de track; but
sulted in an even faster marching. Providence ain't gwlne ter let It stay
The road used during the first march; in de ditch too long.
i

CROSS, FEVERISH
MOTHER! REMOVE POL
60N3 FROM LITTLE STOMACH,

HURRY,

BOWELS.

LIVER,

GIVE CALIFORNIA SYRUP OF FIO
AT ONCE IF BILIOUS OR
CON8TIPATED.

Look at the tongue, mother! If
coated, it is a sure sign that your little one's stomach, liver and bowels
needs a gentle, thorough cleansing at
once.
When peevish, cross, listless, pale,
doesn't sleep, doesn't eat or act naturally, or is feverish, stomach sour,

.

etomach-ache- ,
sore
full of cold, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs," and In a few hours all the foul,
constipated waste, undigested food
and sour bile gently moves out of the
little bowels without griping, and you
have a well, playful child again.
You needn't coax sick children to
take this harmless "fruit laxative;"
they love its delicious taste, and it
always makes them feel splendid.
Ask your druggist for a bottle of
"California Syrup of Figs," which has
directions for babies, children of all
ages and for grown-up- s
plainly qp the
bottle. Beware of counterfeits sold
here. To be sure you get the genuine,
ask to see that It is made by the "California Fig Syrup Company." Refuse
any other kind with contempt AdT.

breath bad; has

throat

diarrhoea,

,

Unchecked.
"How did Teller get his coldr
"All the drafts In the bank go
through his cage." Boston Evening

Transcript
An ordinary human being uses up
feet of air each 24 hours.

207 cubic
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'
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OPERATION
Canton, Ohio. "I suffered from á
female trouble which caused me much
suffering, and two

doctors decided
that I would have
to go through an

operation before I
could getwelL
"My mother, who
had been helped by
LydiaE.Pinkbam'a

Vegetable

Com-

pound, advised me
to try it before
to an opera
sub-mitt-

tion. Itrelievedme
from Biv trouble
so I can do my house work without any
difficulty. I advise any woman who is
afflicted with female troubles to give
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial and it will do as much for
them." Mrs. Mariis Boyd, 1421 5th
St, N. R, Canton, Ohio.
Sometimes there are serious conditions where a hospital operation is the
only alternative, but on the other band
so many women have been cured by this
famous root and herb remedy, Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, after
doctors have said that an operation was
necessary every woman who wants
to avoid an operation should give it a
fair trial before submitting to such
trying ordeal
If complications exist, write to Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.,
for advice. The result of many reara
experience is at your service.

'

fEvery Woman Wants
FDB -PCDtnNil
uvr iruc
mwwmu. ,11
Unsolved in water for douches atopa
pelvie catarrh, ulceration and Inflammation. RmumhumuIaíI k í I --J:. C
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Pinlckm M4

A healing wonder for natal catarrh.
ora uroai ana or are. Economical.
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Tht PHrtai Toil ComjimT,

SLñ'ÍLJ

Calf
Enemies
WHITE SCOURS
BLACKLEG
Your Veterinarian can stamp
them out with Cutter's Anti-CaScour Serum and Cutter's Carra
Frea Blackleg Filtrate andAggiesain,
or Cutter's Blackleg Pills.
lf

JUk him about them. If he

hasn't aur literature, write to us for
information oa these products.

Th Cutter Laboratory
Beikeley, Cal., or Chicago, 111.

"ThmUberwtorr TUt Know Horn"

THF!

HE ALT'! ORGANIZATION
IN, .NEW MEXICO
The terriHe epidemic New Mexico
bus jo.'.: f.sir.icd through has caused
a ."ooJ dial of inquiry into the nature

T he Spanish - American
I:k.ist-:k?-

i

M''.t"

t jt. i,:.

nniTor. and iTai.isKtK

v.. at

Kntred as second class mat tor
pobto!llce in R.y, New Mexico.

Public Sale

ill

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M t
Your
at Christian Churcn.

.

the

.

R, the
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WJ !.,,-- an 0lT,ciai body known
New .Mexico Stat? Board of

JL

Tpr
AV- -

presence is necessary.
G. R. Abep.nathv,

' 11Ü
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Health ard Medical Examiners. This
Sale to commence at 10 o'clock
is compiled of seven physicians from
A. M. sharp, the following prop
iar;ou.; farts ot tno state, who carry
out the examination of phyriciars from erty to wit Come early and go
outtide tatcs vho wish to practica in home early.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

New Mexico.
So i.ir as haaUh is concerned, they
might as wed not exist. They are a
ispieniiiU progressive group or men, out Mare 8, 9001bs :
Mare 2, 9001bs ;
they have no funds and no personnel Horse 6, HOOlbs; Stallion 3yrs,
at their disposal. They have a good
2 Geldings 10, lOOOlbs
deal of authority but no means of us- lOOOlbs;
ing it and there is noonnecting link each; all good work stock.
between their board and the health

- This paper has enlisted

with the government in the
cause of Ameriop. for the
period ot the war
Once upon a time New Mexico democracy had men at the head of it like
Bill McDonald, E.'C. de Baca, Felix
Garcia, and others who had a vision
and inspired the party to success by
holding up an ideal government of,
for and by the people, and the uplift
of the people to lofty ideals. They
won on this line.
Jf you want to know our opinion if

the reason for the failure this year,
in addition .to the several rather queer
looking returns from some places,
we will tell you
It is because the party allowed itself to be headed by a man who not
so long ago declared his ideal to be
"Get down in the ditch with the boys,
get their votes by getting down along
with them and fight the devil with his
own weapons."
When we get back to a leadership
like that of McDonald, we can hope
to win again for no party is greater
thaa the mind that controls u."

10 Cattle

boards of the various counties and
no
and consequently
standardization of work and no inter- 5 red Cows 2 to 7 yrs. old 3 with
change of idsas. They are exactly in calves at sides, all good
milkers:
the position of a school board that has
red
Bull
Calf
8months
old.
and
no
scnools,
teachers,
nor
neither
funds to build the one or employ the
FARM MACHINERY
other.
12 Disc Harrow ; Farm Wagon.

communities

Plumlee hospital
New Mexico.
Eyes Tested aná Glasses
Correctly Fitted,
CARUS PLUMLEE,

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
MILLS
Sunday
at 1L00 am. 8PM.
3rd
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.

ROY GARAGE, Agents.

BAPTIST

2 sets of

First Sunday in each month.
7.30, P. M.
Services 11 . A. M..
W.
A. Dawn, Pastor.
Rev.

numerous to mention.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L Gunn,. Siiperintedent.

USUAL TERMS:-- 12

months
time without interest 12 percent
Physician in Charge.
The present board should confine from date if not paid when due,
its activities to that of an examining 10 off for cash over $10.00.

board and a new state organization for
the protection of public health should
be built from the ground up.
The New Mexico Public Health AsA. S. Hoskins, Agt,
sociation is a volunteer body, organizF. O. WHITE, Auctioneer.
ed to fight tuberculosis and secure the
Wm. Gi Johnson Clerk.
improvement of unimproved general
health conditions in this state.
This association is affiliated with
Wanted to Lease About two
the National Tuberculosis Association,
and has a considerable membership of Sections of grass (fenced) with
New Mexicans. Its officers and sixty
water, house, sheds, etc. Would
members of its board of directors are
among the state's leading men and like 80 to 90 acres of farm-

Ben A. Hoskins,

An editorial in the Santa Fe New
Mexican last week roused some of our
people to the point of refusing to read
thing, but cooler counsel
the D
to the point that their view was too
idiotic to deserve notice cooled things women.
down. It is pitiful when a inewspaper
arrives at its dotage, even worse than
when an individual grows childish.
Hero worship especially when the
hero is Teddy or some other luminous,
inclines the victim to
and it can't be cured
so we must endure it.

CATHOLIC

Free

Dentist!

Repair Wbrk'SS
C.B.STUBBLEFIELD &Co,
(INCORPORATED)

ROY;

ROY

ld

,

If we were to listen to the critics
who have little to do now besides read
íq xnl enmn
ro tin
ffnln Tlntm
Call early and have J'OUr
and repeat the
ocratic
criticisms of the president and admin- - work finished before hegoes
isiraiion anu ineir course we kiiouui No charge for
consultation.
lie speedily convinced that as a double-dye- d
criminal, traitor, arch fiend and
The Association has pledged it3 supnil around dangerous man, President port, and is workinz for the estahlish- Wilson has all the germans backed ment of an adequate State Department
clear off the boards.
for New Mexico. That secured the
We remember well a lot of the crit-- j association's usefulness has by no
icisms of these same newspapers and! means been outlined. It will merely
their readers indulged in before the pass on to the next item of its work,
war. Not one of them would dare
We liave prohibition in New Mexico
repeat the arguments and criticisms but the,
n
League has not
of the president they indulged in then, disbanded.
We have a state game
in the light of the present. They arc warden and deputy game wardens
glad to forget and deny it.
everywhere, yet the various volunteer
be true of the pres- game protective associations find
ITJié ffl"
(
ent "carping. When it is developed plenty to do.
that the President ha3 known what he-iThus it will be seen that neither of
doing, the reason for doing it and these organizations can perform the
the results to be accomplished for the functions of a state department
civilization of the world. They will though the volunteer associations can
promptly forget that they said it, and be of universal help to an official orhe will go on accomplishing great ganization and do many things for it
things which lesser men will enjoy that it cannot do for itself.
g
him or someone
New Mexico needs an adequately fin-- 1
while
el.se whom their political demi-go- d
nanced and efficiently organized state
hinks is in his path to greatness.
department of health and she needs it
The time was when the claim was now.
made, with some grounds for it too,
that "The republican party was the
party of achievement while the democratic party was a party of carping
criticism." The tables are now turned.' The democratic party has actually achieved more than any political
party in the history of civilization in
the six years it has been in power in
the U. S., ar.d it will accomplish more
in spite of all handicaps, in the next
two years than in all Jthe past.. But
no party wa3 ever quite as
great as the mind that directed it and
the Democratic party Í3 great today
because the greatest minds the world
All the official news of the
di
has1 ever known are guiding and
Capital appears first
proState
to
its
opposition
recting it. The
inthe Santa Fe New Mexican.
gress comes from the personal ambipoliticians, thirsttions of
fearing the speed
and
power
ing for
with which the world today is getting
All the fresh political gossip
away from them. - They are backeu
of
the State Capital appears
by the financial interests that have
which
system
in the Santa Fe New Mex
first
the
great
under
grown
the himlens of eovcrnment on can. v
St,
the country in' the hands of Wall
which
it,
call
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"socialism'
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busiimposes income tax, controls big
The activities of all patriot
equal
ness and makes intelligence the
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rule
golden
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ic organizations are reported
to brute force and cunning.
lully in. ihe' Santa Fe New
The strangest thing of it all is that
AÍexican.
common
little men who have nothing in
ponueai
or
h'.gn
aswith
pirations will so readily fall into the
All authentic news of the
i,
wake of the big dogs anu uui
heat War, received over
the same trail.
mil-- ,
the
irem
far
far,
cased wire from tho AssociTruly we are
W.l-- j
Ionium". 'f till, but, thank God for
ated Press is presented in thi'
down
son 'who has driven us further
all hw pro- anta Fe Now Mexican,
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white
the
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has two years in which to
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to me
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Col. Frank O. White,
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Roy Realty & Loan Company,
ROY, New Mexico, x

Spanish-America-

N. M.
Santa Fe, 50c a month, $6.00 a year
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He Patronizes Me!
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Inquire ct
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Office.

Visiting Brothers always
come.

wel-

Mrlville Floersheim,

11 G.

I

Wm, G. Johnson; Sec'y.

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Miss Etta Hornbaker. N. G.
MrsiBlanche Grunig, Secy.
Visitinz Sisters welcome

El Dorado fiotel
Under new Management

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Roy Telephone Co,
Gils trap Bro's,

,

Half section farm land, Half
section in grass, Good imprcjve- -'
ments, all fenced, 140 acres' of
wheat planted and looking fine.
Four milos from town.
Rest of reasons for polling,

LODGE DIRECTORY

Charles Chapman, Proprietor.
Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the
"
Main Business District

'Prop's

.

SECTION FARM FOR SALE:

3, P. M.

PRATT, Pastor,

Rebekah Degree

high-grad-

arge

Solano,
E. L.

Evening

REFERENCES
Roy TAist and Savings Bank,
Roy, N. M.
Dally Thouaht.
. Citizens State Bank,
(renins and
Every thought wlik-lMills, N. M
plety throw into the world, nltws tb

work!.

Pastor

M. WILSON,

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

dj-- j

i

Poland China
FOR SALE:-Si- x
Weanling Pigs, from Registered
stock, will he old enough to wean
'
e
Dec. 1st. A large boar,
and in good condition, also
Holstein cow,.frt'sh,.
Inquire of E. NOBLE,
'
Roy, N M.

J.

Roy

Office.

n

New Mexico.

Insurance,
Auction Sales, Notary Public,
Farms & Ranches Bought & Sold.
Office in the old Telephone Building,

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m

No Saie too Large or Small,

Farm Loans,

Santa Fe

New Mexican

r

3rd Sunday at Roy Christian
Church
11am and 7:30 p m

SALESMAN
SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT
whose work has always proven
satisfactory, it will make you 1st and 3d SunHas
8.00 P. M
at Mosouero.
Money taconsult me before-ma11 A.. M.
at Bradley,
ing your SALE DATES.
too.
Far. 2nd & 4th Sundays at Liberty, 11 A.M.
No Sale too Near or

OF FARM & TOWN PROPERTY & CHATTELS

ol

Co. snow
Tn- - Flocrsheim Mercantile
up for n
window, have been dressed
season
reminder that the Christmas of toys
Block
Their
approaching.
well as pro-- ,
and gifts is tastefully as
us any-- ;
there
fusely displayed and, if
they w,l get a:
psychology,
ihin'irv
from it.
lot o. holiday buswM

ionee

uNt

If you vant'the services of an

Reliable Medium of Exchange,

Headquarters

Experienced

Noted, Tried,

A new and progressiv Business Enterprise
To meet the demads of the Community for a,

News From

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

vYou can have SALRBILlI
printed and make dates at the

I

Get Your

Methodist Episcopal Church

Col. F.O.WHITE
A

Prompt and Careful Attention
Qiven all Business Entrusted

j

fault-findin-

ing at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

J. W. BECK, Manager.

s

Frank L. Schultz,

Mrs. O. W. HEARN, President
MiSS LILLIAN Crinkh, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M., every Sundav even-

New Mex.

J. B. LUSK

Felix. Vachon,
Priest in charge,

nr. p. s. c, e.

ITOpnetOI

and LIVERY

About Croup.
If your bhüdren are subject to croup
or if you have reason to fear their being attacked by the disease,
you
should procure a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and study the
directions for use. so that in case of
an attack you will know exactly what
course to pursue. This is a favorite
and very successful remedy for croup,
and it is important that you observe
the directions carefully.

Rev. Fr.

Mechanic
STA.

oyGarage

FOR TRADE: Fine
horse, sound, well broken
and extra good, Roan Durham
Bull, coming
milk strain
Will trade for cattle.
C. A. STRAWN, Roy, N.M.
four-year-o-

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

At Reasonable Rates.

Address J.T.Newton,
Mt. Dora, New Mexico.

Will be in

Landing

Aero-Plan- e

Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N.. If.
Church.

Cárs Housed and Cared for

land with place.

H. S. Muurdoch,

111

ROY
Services 2d1 Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month 'at
11.00 a. m, and 8. 00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

Chain Harnsss;
and other Household & Kitchen
Furniture, & other articles too

ROY,

!

Rod Plow.

Go-Dev- il,

!upt.

CHRISTIAN

Have yu seen the Ford Model T One Tonll
Truck Chassis? It is, we believe, the greatest
servant ever offered the American people. A
strong Vanadium Steel frame with the regular
this
Ford motor,
and a direct worm drive,
truck will be among motor trucks just what
the Ford is among all motor cars: the supreme
value from point of effective service and low
The Ford
cost of operation and maintenance.
One Ton Truck Chassis is $550. f.o.b. Detroit.
We'll aejst buyers on the body question.
Come, in and let's talk it over.

6 Horses

,

Church Directory
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I will offer at Public Auctiou,
wd ."up;. '.ions r,f tho he.iHh orpaniza- - at my farm, 8 miles North of
v. fair, the rlale arid a summary
ti'
Sótano, Ü East of Roy, 1 mile E.
"1,
Oi lW:v a".tnon:y and activities n par-- 1
of Pleasant iew,N. i,I.,on
.!.;!.,; iy aorop.,3 at thu time.

IliVIN OGDEN, Sit.
Sub.cripno,

PAN'IRH-AMKRr-

Office,

Connects with

and Exchange,
LONG-DISTANC-

ROY, N. M,

,

.

PHONE at Springer.

E

"Solano, Mosrjuoro, Mill?,' Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines con

juid infceriueilinte points,
nected,
i voy City Exchange,

Rural-Communi-

ty

Eifick-n-

t

Service

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

4

Tourists and
.Will find

Land-Seeker-

s

this the right place.

TRESPASS NOTJCE.
This is to warn 'all hunters to
keep off my ranch and pasture
at the liLd of La Cinta Canyonl

J. H, SANS BURY. Roy N. M.

THP

Garage,
Mr. J. J. TAYLQR has closed
íiis Garage and is now in charge-- ,

ofouf Repair Department
We also carry a Complete Line of

Oils and Auto Accessories,

Free Air.

ro

2

roil

PUBLICATION.

Department of tho Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, No
Mexico,
Oct.
I'.'l'.
Notice is hereby given l'.r.ú Madelena
Trujillo, of Roy, N. M.
who, on
Feb. 4, 1914, made HE
(H7473for
,

12:

SEl-SW-

IV".

'y

K

SeNw,

Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
'

NOTICE"l Oiri'l'DLICATlON
Department

o'ihe Interior,

at Clayton,

Office

U. S. Land
New Mexico,

'

Oct

28 1918

--

SEi-NW-

New Mexico,

October 29,1918
Oetolcr 30, 1918
Notice is hereby given that John
Notice is hereby given thr.t William
WcisJorfer, of Roy, New Mexico, who Heath of Kephart. Union County, New
on November 1, 1915, made Homestead Mexico, who,
on July 24th, 1915, made
Entry Serial No. 021104, for Sw',4 and Hírínestead Entry, No. 020540, for
Sett Section 2, Township 19N,. Range SwttSwVi, Section 33, Township 22N
v 26E, N. M. P. M., has filed notice of Rango 29E, and Lots 3, 4, SViNwV4,
intention to make Three Year Froof Section 4, Township 21N, Range 29E,
to establish claim to the land above N. M.
P.,M., has filed notico of intendescribed before F. II. Foster, U. S. tion to make Final Three Year Proof,
Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexico, to
establish claim to the land above
on the 12th day of December, 1918.
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Commissioner,
at his office in Roy,
Vidal C. Martinez, Carlotta B. Mar New Mexico, on the 17th day of Detinez, Benjamin G. Grunig, Edna O. cember, 1918.
- Grunig, all of Roy, New Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE,
A. T. Carter, Edger Fraizer, F. C.
Register. Moore, Harry Smith all of Kephart,
- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
New Mexico.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
PAZ VALVERDE,.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Register.
October 29, 1918
'NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION '
Notice is hereby given that Eduvigen
Costillo, of Roy, New Mexico, who on Department of the
Interior, U. S. Land
19,
-

i

November 22, 1913 and December
1914, made Homestead Entry No.
017211 and No. 019042, for the SVi
SwV4, Section 17, NwV4Nc'i, Nc'i
NwVi, Section 20, and the Sw',4 NwU,
Nw'iSw'A, Section 17; SwttNeU;
SeNw!4, Section 20, Township 19N,
Range 25E. N. M. P. M., has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof to 'establish claim
to the land above described, before
W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner,
.at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on
the 9th day of December, 1918.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Isidro Romero, of Roy New
Mexico, Juan de Jesus Sandoval, of
Roy, New Mexico, Alfredo Sandoval,

of Roy, New Mexico, Nicolas
of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ

Sandoval,

VALVERDE,

Register.

,'

,

f.'.,',','t"""-

.

-

-

í

sioner,
'at his office
on Dec. 4, 1918.

Riy, &

M., on

protect

YOU CAN PUT A LITTLE AT A TIME INTO OUR BANK
ADD A LITTLE, AND A LITTLE, AND SOON HAVE
THE SATISFACTION OF KNOWING THAT "YOUR" BROOD
AND

IS PROTECTED FROM POVERTYi WHICH IS THE WORST
DISEASE OF ALL.

WE ADD 5 PERCENT INTEREST ON 6 OR 11 MONTHS TIME
DEPOSITS.

Roy Trust&Savings Bank
-

"1

"TRIG" CLASS

A SOLDIER
t

nw

J;

::
UTiMiiiEW

Wugon Mound N.M. on Dec. 28 1918.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Andres Espinoza, Macario Sando
C. M. Thompson,
John Heckman va!. Vencelaus Sandoval, Vevlbiana
G. It. Perry,
John V. Church Sandoval, all of Wagon Mound, N.M,
all of Solano N M
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
PAZ VALVERDE,
Reiister
NOTICE

7

FOR PUBLICATION

L

NOTICE FOlt J'UDLICATION '
Department of the Interior U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Educational classes at the Army Y. M7 C. A. huts are proving popular
Clayton, N. M., Oct. 9, 1918.
Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
the soldiers. Thousands of young men who, left school to go Into tho
vlth
1918
Notice is hereby given that Wilson
Nov. 13.
S'.rvlce are continuing their studies and classes while In the army. Many
K. Niekell ,
Notice is hereby given that
of Mosquero , N. M.
educational Institutions are arranging to give credit for the work done In
who, on Apr. 5, 1913, made Homestead Erskin B. Cropp, of Sabinoso, N. Mex.
tills way, so that students may not lose anything while serving their country,
entry No. 015761, for SWl; WJ- - SEJ, who on June 10, 1915. madd Additional and can resume their studies on their returnwlth credit toward degrees
NEJ-SThe picture shows a
work In the army.
Sec. 29
Lot 1, and graduation for the class-roono. 02380, for NE1-SEgroup of college man continuing their study of trigonometry at one of the
Twp, ION. R. 29E, N. M. P. M., has Sec. 17; and Lot 1 Sec. 20
filed notice of intention to maka final Twp. 16 N,
has Y. M. C. A. schools. It will make them better artillerymen.
R24E. NMPM.
In addition to advanced classes, the Y. M. C. A. conducts classes for,
three year proof to establish claim to filed notice of intention to make three
Illiterates
and foreigners, teaching them to read, write and speak the Eng- the land abovi described, before F. II. year proof, to establish claim to the
language. Tho War Department Is giving the Army Y. M. C. A. hearty
llüh
Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his of- land above described, before
In this work.
!"
fice inRoy, N. M., on Dec, fth, 1Ü18. Eliseo C.Cordova, U.S Commissioner
The "trig" class shown In; tho picture Is one of the many educational
'18.
23,
Dec.
Trementina New Mexico.bn
Claimant names as witnesses:
classes conducted by the Y. K. C. A. at Camp McArthur, Texas.
Oiliee at Clayton, New Mexico,
R. M. Lunsford
J. B. Duvall
October 29, 1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
' "
.
K. L. Fuller,
Frank Driskill ' L. M. Howe,
Notice is hereby given that
Benturo Quintana,
"Ouanfltfse esta esperando h orden nos envían su ayuda ahí pal pablo en i
mruieiones,
Martinez, of Roy, New Mexico,
a sullas granabas,
all of Mosquero N M
Pctriiild Quintana
Roman Quintana fan e! ataque hasta la meta,
y cañones, nos ser.t nlya 'XM3 para
who, on October 20, 1915, made Homeme: te acuden Infinidad de pensamien-PAZ VALVERDE,
'Register
Aliof Trementina, New Mexico.
stead Entry, Serial No. 021057, for
tos," dec.'a un teniente de Artillería emprender la marcha Uo3Ísiv-- sobre
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Section 23, Se'iNw',
WVsSwH,
se hallaban en el Sector cerca do el anemipi s', peí su- siró en el triu- '
Register Cantlgny. "Permanece, Ud en un es- - nfu. La barrera ee f'e?o. .esta cubt-- ;
SwViNeU, Nell Sw',4, Nw'lSett and
tado nervioso que lo hacer mirar el erU per nuestras tem b e3 artillerías,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
EViSeU. Section 22, Township 20N,
al enemigo;.,
reloj a cada Instant esperando la hora que no cfsaa de
nofiled
M.,
has
Department
Range 25E, N. M. P.
of the Interior, U. S. Land
avances. Estas
amparando
PUBLICATION
se
NOTICE
FOR
nu'stiis
las
en
noti
trincheras
combate;
del
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
tice of intention to make Three Year
cierta agitación y la compañía se pre-- , barreras sesun trlüces Erltanloos,
Proof, to establish claim to the land
la
Oct. 28, I91S
Department of the Interior, U. SLand para cnñ sus bayonetas para defender,1 Militares bou costosísimas, pues
above described, before F. H. Foster, NOTICE is hereby jjiven
enra la vida: se silio oue muchísimo sostenida durante siete días ea el
Albino
that
at- Santa Fe, New Mexico
orfice
MexU. S. Commissioner, at Roy, New
de los que en esos Instantes sonríen, ataque a Messlness Wytschaete, en el
Gomez, of Roy, New Mex, Who oc
Noven.ber, 13 1918
ico, on the 9th day of December, 1918.
no volverán quizas. La segunda mane mes de Junio de 1318, costo ÍS ,701.- 1915. made ad.H. E. No. 02;,778
Jnne9.
Notice is hereby given that
Claimant names as witnesses:
c Illa del reloj señala faltar solamente 235.00. en esta ocas on un frenta d
WJ- - SEi
and Francisco A Esquibel, of Sabinoso, N. diez segund', se Inquiere con la seis millas fuo cubierto. La
Francisco A. Martinsz, Alcario for
quo nos prote- cortina do fuepo í "e divo sel.i íl s.;
Griego, Frank Aldeis, Pedro Gonzales, SWi-NEM.who on Sept. 2) 1915, made HE no mirada la barricada
V una
con su lueEO. dos segundos se calcu'a en I4.!.lfi6,5"5.0O.
cera
Seáion 24 Twp 19N. Rng. 24 E N.M. P.
all of Roy, New Mexico.
See, 25,
021813 for SW1-SEno co-- ;
y satisfechos, herrera de rormor
ya
únicamente
faina
PAZ VALVERDE,
Meindian, has filed notice of intention
NVVJ-NEJal vtr quo tambiea nuestros hermanos! tara menos de J.íú0.000.0) dollirs.
Register. to make Three Year Proof, to estab- SkJ SEi Sec, 26;
sec.3), Twp. 18N, Rng 24 E,
I
lish claim to the land above described N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intenv
Pbnfore W. H. Willcox.
tion to make three year proof, to esU. S. Commissioner, at his office in tablish claim to the land above deRoy, N. M.
on Dec. Sd, 191.
scribed, before W 11 Willcox, U. S.
Claimant names as witnesses: ,
Commissioner at Roy New Mexico on
Seferino Garcia
Juan Isidro Romero Dec. 23 1918. .
Claimant names as witnesses:
Estevan Uoniez. '
Alfredo Lucero
Estetian Cordova Alejandro Maestas
All of Roy, New Mexico.,
Marc.'linoEsquiOel
Zacarías Ebell
Roy, N.M,
Sabinaso,
Delgado,
Francisco
Register
H--

Cre-senc-

1

-

12-2-

J,

;.

Ej-N-

NE1-NW-

1

I

Gathering New Jersey's
Big Potato Crop!

The Plumlee Hospital
ROY,

'

THERE ARE FACTS IN THIS LIFE THAT WE MUST
FACE, AND THE TIME TO FACE THEM IS NOW.

EJ-SE-

Clayton,

A

OUR BANK

in

12-2- 1

at

;;

THEM WITH SOME MONEY

Nov. 13 1918.
Notice jshereby given that
Olmedo Sanchez, of Wugon Mound,
N, M., who, on July 8, 1915 made
Homestead entry. No. 024120, for NEJ
NEJ Sec 17, SEJ SEJ Sec. 8, SjáWL
Sec. 9, Trp. 21 N R. 24 E., N. M. P.
M., has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described,
before Stanley A. Foutz, U. S.
at Wagon Mound, N. M.
on Dec. 26, 1918,

Notice is hereby given that
Alma Paxton, Widow of Edward W.
Paxton, deceased of Roy, N.M.
who on November 6, 1915 made
0211Í8 for,
Homestead Entrys No
SWJ SWJ, Section 4 Township 20 N,
Range 28
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
before F. H. Foster U. S. Commission- Department of the Interior, U. S. Land er at Roy N. M. on Dec. 5 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ofnce at Clayton, New Mexico,
Juan E. Lucero
October 80, 1918 .
Encarnación Lucero, Pedro. Arguello Daniel Sanche
Bernardo Duran
Notice is hereby given that Clifford S. E. Paxton, Golda Paxton, of Roy Alejaedro Duran
all of Wagon Mound, N. M,
J. Allen, of Roy, Mora County, New New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Mexico, who on November 8th, 1915,
.
FRANCISCO DELGADO:
made Homestead Entry, No. 021154,
Kegiáter.
v
'
Register.
for WHEft, Section 11, Township
20N, Range 25E, N. M. P. M., has
NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year, Proof, to establish claim Departmeijt of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
to the land above .described, before
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
F. II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
Oct. 9 1918.
Nov. 13 1918
his office in Roy, New Mexico, on the
Notice is hereby given that John
Notice
given that
hereby
is
17th day of December, 1918.
T. Stanfill of Solano Mora County, NJ Adelaida
WagonMound. N,
Espino.a
of
names
as
Claimant
witnesses:
M., who, on June 1 1915. made Home- M.tvho on Aug. 9th 1915 made HomeF. W. Wendland, R. A. Pendleton, stead entry No 020202
for NEJ;
&
stead Entry No 024386 forWJ-SE- J
John McCrystel, Ed. Cantrel, all of
Sec 7, NEJ-NESeclS EJ.SW1,
Sec. 7,.
Roy, New Mexico.
Twp 18 N., Range 27 E., N.M.P.M.
Township 20 N Range 24 K. N. M. P.
PAZ VALVERDE,
has filed notice
of
intention
to Meridian, hus filed notice of intention
Register. make final three year proof, to estabtomake three Year Proof, to establish
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
lish claim to the land above described,
claim to the land ubovo described, bebefore F. II. Foster, L S, Commisfore Stanley A. Foutz, U S. Com. at
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office

y.

vi.

your Duty

Do

ea.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
October 30, 1918
Notice is hereby given that Henry J.
Telge, of Mills, New Mexico, whom
July 2nd, 1915, made Enlarged Homestead Entry No. 020408, for NeSwy,
N4Nw4, Section 3, Town- ship 21N, Range 25E, Sw, Section
34, Township 22N, Range 25E, N. M.
P. M., has filed notice of intention to
make three year proof, to establish
laim to the land. above described, before W. H. Wilcox, U. S. Commissioner
t Roy, New Mexico, on th J 17th day
of pecember 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
H. Coffman, II. G. Baumann, E.
Angley, R. S. Porter, all of Mills, New

..

Section 1.1 Township 18N Rango 2ÜIC
N. M. P. Meridlnn, hus filed notice of
intention to mnko three Year proof to

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of The Interior, U. S.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
U. S. Land Office Santa Fe, New Mex

NEW MEX.

notice for publication

x

.'...

..

NE1-NE-

30

Variety Machine Works,
GILSTRAP Bro's, Prop's.
ROY,

NOTICE

I

Fully Equipped Blacksmhing
;
and machine Shpp.
ACETYLENE WELDING

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Oft 9 1918
Notice is hereby given that
LaumbachN of Roy, N. M.
who on Sept. 9 1915 made home
stead entry ft 020809, for
SW'i.and NE, Section 31, Twp.ls N.
Range 25 E. N. iM' V. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Three
year proef to establish claim to the
and above described, before F, II.
Foster, U.'. Commlssiouer,
at Roy,

establish claim to the land described,
before F II Foster, U. S. Com'r at
Roy, N.N. on tho 9thduyof Dee. 1918
N. M. ou Dec. 4. 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Davidde Jesus Mascarjnaz
Manuel M. Cordova,
Demetrio Mascarinaz
Isidro West
Esteban Cordova, of Sabinoso, N.M. Antonio Jose Mascarinaz
Alejandro Maestas,
All of Solano, New Mexico.
Dan Laumbach,
of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Register

We Repair all Cars.
Gasoline Stand,

.

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

NEW MEX.

0

.

Cares for both Medical 'and
Surgical Casest

notice for Publication

Department of the Interior, U.

SJ-S-

i,

NEi.-NWi-

andNJ-NEiSec-

'
;

Careful Attention and Good Nursing,
Visitors and Correspondence Invited.

7, 1918.

Cams Plumlee,

'

Physician in Charge.
..'

,

Claimant names
Josa V. Garcia
Uuuion Salas
all of Wagon

i

We also have Cottages with Sleeping Porches,)
Separate from the Hoital, For Tubercular Fatientsj-

r

I

.

'

1

V

.

"v,

vc

i

, ,

-

y

i

NEJ-NW-

"...

)

Register.

S Land

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
o
October 28, 1918.
v
, Notice is hereby given that 'Luisa LYiKirtment. of the Interior,
Carcin, of Wtou Mound, N. M.,vho, t!.- S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
Oct. 28, 1918
on June 17, 1915,, niadedioinestead en
Notice is hereby given that
try No. 023832, for
See.19, Si
,
New Mex.'
Sec.20:
& Vicente Martinez, of lo ,
SWl: SEl-SE'vlio, on luiu! lii, 1915 rtwde Hemostead
29,' in
Twp. 20, N., 11. 24 E. N. M.'r.Meri-- . Entty No. (120271 for
& W
J
dian, has filed notice of intention tb N Hi SKI Section lii,
make. Throe Year Proof, to establish NKi,Sec.:in, t'iü N. Itnir 2r.E. N.M. P.
claim to the land above described, be- M., has filed notice of intention to
mnko. three year proof, to establish
fore Stanley A. Fout., U, S. Commisbesioner, Wagon Mound, N, M., on Dee, claim to the land above described,

Recendy Enlarged,
Newly Furnished and Equipped,
.y

DELGADO,

Office at

,

'

FRANCISCO

12-2- 1

I

j

as witnesses:
Isidro Gunzales.
Olmedo Abeyia
Mound, N. M.

Francisco Delgado,

Register.

'i"

fore W. II. Willcox, U.S. Commissioner
at Hoy, New Mexico, on Dec. 9, 191.
Claimant

David Esq'iihtl
Isidro Romero
Juan de Jesus Sandoval
Abelino Esquibel
-,

.

..

t..

...

.

names as witnesses:

ii

Jii-i-

0

f

fit'

All of

Roy. New Mexico,

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

,

ji

.

,

,

.

o,

,'t
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' i
f
laborers necessitated women working in tho iu ds J
recreation, and UiP care of tíie.r
Provisions for tnoir eating,
áieu are nuido by i.hev Young Women's Christian Association. FrodJ . si
'

ytihortago

of farm

vítalo fie ds of Iio.l Uaak, N. J.
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LATE STYLES ON
LIST EACH WEEK
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republic. 2 Americnn engineers and lni'antry-methe new Czerho-SlovaFrance. 3 President Wilson Inspecting fan American Hundley Page
bombing plane which flew from Mineóla to Washington, 2.10 miles, Id three hours.
cn pi till of

JEWS REVIEW OF
CURRENT EVENTS
Armies of Allied Nations on Their

Triumphant March to the
Rhine.

GERMANY SURRENDERS FLEET
President Wilson Prepares to Leave
for Europe to Take Part In the
Peace Conference Ukrainian
Government
by

Overthrown

W. PICKARO.
The triumphant nach to the Rhine
ttr the armies of the allies has been
going on steadily all week. At last
these brave troops move forward really "with hands playing and banners
..
.I..1.W. II
iliarmu.
uiiuuku (ha
mill na II.....
llir iruna tV.H.i.irt.
cities, towns and hamlets of northern
Prance and Belgium the people of
those places, released from years of
barbarous slavery to the Huns, give
(hem hysterical welcome. From holes
where they had been hidden (since the
summer of 1014 their national flags
are brought forth to decorate the
buildings and streets and the ruins
left by the invaders, and everywhere
homemade specimens of the Stars and
.Stripes fly with the other banners.
The wild Joy of the Inhabitants Is
pathetic in the extreme, and especially in Alsace and Lorraine, which Is
occupied by the Tldrd American army
together with the Frencli under General Mimgln. Those "lost provinces,"
now regained, have ever remained
loyal at heart to France and they welcomed the Pollus and the doughboys
with open arms.
For Lorraine the great demonstration took place In Met, which was
entered by Mangln's nrmy on Tuesday.
That general was Injured the day before when his horse fell, but Marshal
I'etaln was there and, standing before
the statue of Marshal Ney In the main
quare, reviewed the troops. The Inhabitants had overturned the German
"statues In the city and made the place
gay with the, allied (lugs and with
their own national costumes. Similar
scenes were witnessed in Strassburg
and other cities of Alsace. Near the
Swiss border the French troops first
reached the Khfne.
The American army cf occupation,
commanded by General Dlckman, and
about 250,000 at rang, marched across
the old German frontier into Lorraine and swung to the northward
Into Luxemburg, the marines on Its
right passing Into Belgium. In the
grand duchy no less than elsewhere
the Yankees were enthusiastically
greeted. Their advance was made al- I ways with due caution,
however, and
the task of moving so large an army
forward steadily and keeping up Its
supplies
wus
and communications
performed In perfect manner,
the British and Belgian
armies of occupation were keeping
pace with their allies, advancing
through Belgium close on the heels of
the retiring Germans.
By EDWARD

the victors found vast
of weapons and materials
which the Huns left In accordance
with the stipulations of the armistice,
and In general it was said the Germans were carrying out the terms Imposed on them. There was pillaging
In some places, and occasionally a
storehouse was blown up, but theRe
instances were comparatively Infrequent. The worst charge against the
conquered foe related to the released
Many of these.
allied prisoners.
usually sick and half starved, were
merely turned loose to make their, way
to their friends as best they mlcht.
England sent to Berlin a stern pro
test against such violations of the armistice terms.
The allied fleets have passed through
the Dardanelles to the Black sea, and
allied troops have been landed In Con
stantinople and on the Galllpoll penln
etula.
In what was Austria-Hungarthe process of occupation also goes
on, French troops having , entered
Budapest.
Rverywhere

atores

y

k

At sea the surrender of the Germans was signalized last week by the'
turning over to the allies of the, German high sens fleet and many submarines.
These vessels were, met by
British warships and escorted to port,
the vsubmnrlnes to Harwich and the
battleships and cruisers to the Firth
of Forth. The Huns, who have never
shown good faith except under compulsion, were watched with utmost
care. - They were sullen and chagrined
but attempted no treachery. The ves
sels they surrendered were dirty and
stripped of nonessentials but otherwise were in working condition.
Conditions In Germany still are
chaotic and Prender Ebert Is not hnv-In- g
his own way by any means. He
decided that there should be a constituent assembly as soon as the franchise lists could be made out, but the
soldiers' and workmen's council at
Berlin declined this, demanding In
stead the summoning of a general soldiers' and workmen's congress "in order to make a decision as to the fu
The extremists
ture of Germany."

are In the great majority there and
their strength Is reported to be grow
ing in many other German cities. The
Socialist government is striving In
various ways to bAng to bear Influ
ences that may mitigate the rigors of
the armistice and peace terms. Ap
peals for food continue to come, from
both Germany and Austria. "If our
stomnchs are full we will behave much
better," cry the Huns. As a matter
of fact, shiploads of food for hungry
Europe already have been dispatched
and the Germans are making agreements by which they will be able' to
obtain food from Denmark, Argentina
and other countries. What the United
States can spare probably will not go
to them, but to more deserving sufferers, and even to Russia.
Considerable stir was caused by the
rumor that the former kaiser Intends
to return to Germany because his
presence In Holland wns embarrassing the queen and government of the
Dutch. Wllhelmina weathered the crisis
and the radical Dutch abandoned
their attempt to force her to abdicate,
but doubtless she would be glad to get

n

people many fncts concerning the war,
and doubtless this hna been wise, but
they could not if they would conceal
the part the German people as a whole,
have played. Every, one of. us knows
that the latter, whatever- - their status
or their politics, supported their government as long as It appeared to be
winning, gloatingly approved all the
crimes and outrages committed, and
repudiated the leaders of the criminal
conspiracy only when their failure
was assured and it became necessary
for them to look for some way of
crawling out from under the wreckage.
Why, then, should the president of
the United States or any other repre
sentative of the powers that defeated
Germany, feel It necessary to make a
special plea for a square deal for the
vanquished? Paraphrasing the old
saying, what we demand for the
Germans Is plain Justice, and d d
little of that.

ta

Mr. Wilson is said to be especially
concerned In the problem of establishing a stable government In Russia,
and there la reason for his concern.
That distracted country has bobbed
up again In the news columns and the
situation there Is, If possible, more complicated than ever. The new

Weir Yorkv To the rayaran, it may
appear that the excitement in new
clothes dies down about Thanksgiving
day. To those in the trade, write a
fashion authority, and to those who
follow the movements of the trade;
this is far from a dull season.
The American designers have acted
quite, cleverly during the last two
years. They use the tactics of Mar
shal Foch. They do not let any sec
tor of the long line of apparel' rest
serene from attack, and while they do
not make a grand offensive, except
twice a year, they disturb parts of
the Une at frequent and close inter
vals.
When the sector of skirts seems settled Into comfortable quarters, they
drive in a wedge and change the sll- -'
houette or the treatment of detail sufficiently to make the public perk up
with interest
When the condition in Jackets appears to be well: settled in. trenches,
they destroy the serenity by throwing
over grenades which break up the line,
change the arrangement of the neck,
i
and shorten the length.
They do not cease from troubling.
By this constant maneuvering for Surprise, they keep the public from losing interest in the Industrial battle.
Their patrols are constantly going
over to France to get new, information
to bring back in order that a small
flank or frontal attack can be carried
out with success. They do not permit
women to feel confident of their
clothes because they were well chosen
in October.
Detalla of Changes.
It might make Interesting reading
to run over the fashions of last month
and those of this month at the points
where they differ. In other days, we
would have called it the stabilization
of fashions, for November was the
month to expect that kind of shaping
down into settled serenity after the
turmoil of October. But one does not
feel that anything is stabilized today,
not even In the apparel business, espe
cially under the stimulus of new conditions. As the war changes, we
change.
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small bottle of "Danderina
keeps hair thick, strong,
beautiful.

oirls! Try this! Doubles beaut
of your hair in a few
moments.
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Within ten minutes after an appbV
catlon of Danderlne you can not find m
single trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not Itch, but what
will please you most will be after a few
weeks' use, when you see new hair, fine
and downy at first yea but really
new hair growing all over the scalp..
A, little Danderlne Immediately dou
bles the beauty of your hair. No difference how dull, faded, brittle and.
craggy, Just moisten a cloth with Dai.
derlne and carefully draw it through
your hair, taking one small strand at r
time. The effect is amazing your hall
will be lights fluffy and wavy, and have
an appearance of abundance; an incomparable lustre,, softness and luxuriance.
Get a small bottle of Knowlton's
Danderlne for a few cents at any drug
store or toilet counter, and prove that
your hair is as pretty and soft as any
that It has been neglected or Injured
by careless treatment that's all you
surely can have beautiful hair and lots
of It if you will Just try a little Dan
'-

This Is a charming Callot evening
gown of green velvet, draped with
blue tulle. It la embellished with a
big pink rose for the trimming.
hip-ban- d

discarded that was considered first
class in October. Those who showed
their gowns late in the season practically eliminated many of the
French models that arrived In
September. The public, guided by
these dressmakers, therefore, had the
opportunity to avoid what was com
monplace and overdue. Say what yon
will, there is a keen irritation caused
by paying upwards of $200 for a copy
of a French model that is in half the
shop windows of the country, selling
for $50. It was only natural, there

A
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It might better be explained by say- tlan
that this month, much has been tightly

ing

government that was established
at Omsk and recognized by most of
elements Is now In
the
control of Admiral Alexander Kolchak.
The council of ministers executed a
coup d'etat and made Kolchak the vir
tual dictator and commander of the
army and navy.
He is
Several
called "supreme governor."
opposing ministers were Imprisoned.
What the course of the commissioners
fore, that changes should come about
of the allied governments will be Is In not only the details of the gowns
not known.
from one month to another, but In the
Along the Dvlna the bolshevik! at ornamentation, and even in the silwere
re
forces
tacked the allied
and
houette.
pulsed with heavy losses. Since then
Uncorseted Figure.
they have contented themselves with
Russo-alllepositions
shelling
These
exhibitions of clothes,
later
the
from the gunboats, with which they by the way, accentuated the corsetJess
are better supplied than their adver figure. This does not mean that the
mannequins who showed the gowns
saries.
An event that was very gratifying
to Washington and the entente capitals was the overthrow of the Ukrainian government and the capture of
rid of William Hohenzollern. Germany
troops from
Kiev by
might permit him to return, though
the danger of his becoming the cen- Astrakhan under General Denikine.
ter of a reactionary movement is rec- This opens the way for the allies di
ognized. However, It Is to be hoped rectly Into the heart of Russia. While
the peace treaty will settle the future they were being ousted at home, the
of the deposed ruler so that he need Ukrainians were engaged In continu
never again be considered.
Charles ous fighting with the Poles in Galicia,
of Austria Is in better state than Wil where they had taken Lemberg, and
liam, for, though he is said to be In In Bukovviria, where they held Czerno-witpoverty in Vienna, neither his people
There, as in the Ukraine, the
nor the allies have any serious charges
Ukrainians were helped by German
to make against him.
officers.
No news has come from eastern SiWilson has ended the beria, nor is much to bé expected,
doubt as to his going to Europe by since its dissemination Is under the
announcing that he will attend the control of the Japanese. The recent
opening of the peace conference,
lifting of the censorship does not
though he probably will not remain seem to apply to that region.
to preside over its sessions or take
t- apart in them. The entente governThe government took two steps last
ments seem to be pleased with this week that aroused much comment and
not a little protest. The first was an
decision. The members of the Amerhad not been an- order making effective governmental
ican delegation
nounced when this was written, but it control of all the marine cable syswas believed they would include for- tems of the United States; and the
mer President Taft and perhaps Sec- second was the consolidation of the Picturesque frock of black velvet
retary of Agriculture Houston, as well services of the Western Union and
fits tightly over hipa and forma
as Secretary of State Lansing and Postal Telegraph companies under
graceful folds around feet Colla
governmental
control.
Postmaster
Colonel House.
and deep cuffs are of, tucked chiffon
According to the Washington cor- General Burleson Is in control.
were always without corsets. Some ot
-t- arespondents, the president will seek
Congress adjourned on November them were. But others wore glrdleB
to influence the peace conference In
These are:
21 in order that the members might of tricot or elastic. The effect was unfive matters especially.
The creation of a league of nations have a brief rest before the short ses- corseted. That was the vital point.
Some of the greatest houses in
sion opens on December 2. The presto enforce peace.
An agreement to reduce military ident has planned that all Important Paris Insisted upon this effect' in their
legislation shall be held up during his August exhibitions, but we have alarmaments.
An agreement making freedom of absence In Europe, the scheme being ways tabooed the Idea la this counthe seas In war as In peace subject to to have the vice president and speak- try. It is not possible for any but
er withhold their signatures to bills the young and slim to go about in
regulation by the league of nations.
for the German peo passed ; but considerable opposition to clothes that are merely dropped from
A square-de- al
this plan Is developing. Many leaders the shoulders and tied around the
ple.
in congress contend that there is ur- waist. The new effect is not only exAid for Russia.
Four of these the people probably gent necessity for legislation In the ploited by the very leaders of clothes
will willingly leave to Mr. Wilson and line of reconstruction, In which Amer- In this country, but now it is being
the other diplomats to settle, but the ica already Is being outstripped by Eu- taken ud by dozens of slim women.
fifth, "a square deal for the German ropean nations.
One of the most interesting moves
people," Is calculated to arouse the
-t- aIn this direction, is a return to the
Presldent Wilson signed the food Dlrectoire of Josephine and Mme. Tal-lie-n
apprehension of many millions of people In America and the countries of production stimulation ' bill with the
in the high waistline and the unthe entente. Even If they are not de Jones rider, and consequently the doubted convex curve of the natural
manding revenge, they do demand that United States will be "bone dry" from flmim in front To the average wom
a square deal be given America, Great June 80 next until the time when the an, this silhouette is unthinkable; to
Britain, France, Belgium. Italy and demobilization of Its fighting forces the artists, sculptors, stage folk ana
the other nations that fought the cen has been completed. The Importation certain designers, it is a return to the
trol powers and whipped them, and of all Intoxicating drinks stops at hnt there is in fashions. It is lm
woman,
once, except that wines may be Imthat Germany and her fellow conspira
possible on the middle-age- d
tors get only what is left. If anything, ported until May 1, 1919. The liquor unless the has kept herseil as thin as
The governments of the allied nations interests may contest the constitu- an eel.
have kept from the knowledge of the tionality of the law.
d

This silhouette, as yon can see, ft
entirely different from what has been
commonly called the medieval one.
Trae, In its original state, this wai
frankly uncorseted. when it was nof
boned to such a deep point in front
that it seemed as though the woman
were Incased in one of the instruments
of torture used by the Inquisition.
This silhouette, which has come abont
during the test few weeks, Is plainly
Dlrectoire or Roman, for the former
was a copy of the latter.
Its startling' Innovation is the bringing about of the line of girdling the
figure to the bust instead of the hips,
and' yet, as it is done by clever designers, it really reduces the figure to
more narrowness than ever.
It Is
used in connection with a tight, Egyp- -

UB
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DANDRUFF

that

holds' the material

to the figure and then allows
It to drop downward to the toes and
heels. So It is not pure Dlrectoire ; It
Is a combination of Roman and Egyp-

tian.
Callot's Mummy Frocks.
The house of Callot also accentuates a change in the silhouette from
what we have had from other French
houses. It Is nothing new under the
name of Callot, for it was advanced
last February and we called it the
mummy silhouette, for want of a better name. The gown is really a bag,
with square sleeves and tight ankles.
It is In striking contrast to the
straight, chemise tunics of nearly all
the other French houses.
This season it is not so pronounced
in its baglike proportions. It takes
on more of the atmosphere of a gown
intended for a live, and not a lay,
figure. It pulls upward In drapery
around the knees and ankles, has a
closer line to the figure under the
arms, and depends for its beauty upon
Indian embroidery that spreads itself
in sharp points down the front from
shoulders nearly to knees. This is
usually done in copper tones of silk
floss.

Outside of this peculiar silhouette
which the dressmaker exploits more
than the publio adopts, are the draped
Roman and Grecian gowns which are
also in direct contrast to the chemise
tunic.
And here is another decolletage
which is a change from October and
which is seen in black velvet gowns;
the fabric is cut to the bone of the
neck, in back and. then downward in a
deep U in front. It is edged with a
three-Inc- h
collar of antique ivory lace
which is slightly full, but caught to
the fabric, so that it may rest flat and
steady. This- extends nearly to the
waistline, and: where the lower part
rounds Itself out over the figure, there
Is a straight tucker of flat tulle cov
ered with laefe
This Is an eighteenth century decol
letage and is far more becoming to
any woman than the severity of the
half low, medieval line.

derlne.
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As It Were.
"The Turtle Is an unsociable critter."
"Lives too much within himself, so
to speak." Louisville Courier-Journ-

Have a Clear Skin.
Soap your every-da- y
assist it now and them
Cuticura Ointment to
and heaL For free
samples address "Cuticura, Dept X,,
Boston.
At drugglBts and by mall.
Soap 25, Ointment 23 and B0. Adv.

Make Cuticura
toilet soap and
by touches of
often, soothe
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Before the outbreak of the war ther
were 32,000 German waiters lnLoadon

and

12,000 In

Paris.

The "Black Death." which vavare)
China In 1540; Is said to be breaking
out again In Asia.

Da Not Few When Fighting
a German or a Germ!
By DR. M. COOK.
The eool fighter always wins and to
there is no need to become
panic-stricke- n.

Avoid

fear

and crowds. Ex-

ercise in the fresh air and practice the
three Ca: L Clean Mouth, a Clean
Skin and Clean Bowels. To carry off
the poisons that accumulate within the
(Copyright, 1918, by McClur Newspaper body
and to ward off an attack of the
Syndicate.)
Influenza bacillus, take a good liver
regulator to move the bowels. Such a
FASHION TIPS
one la made' up of
leaves of
aloe, root of Jalap, and Is to be had
The rich wrap coats are especially at any drug store, and called
"Pleasant
adapted to the use of small women.
Purgative Pellets."
Buttons of jet have no trouble in
If a bad cold develops, go to bed, wrap
finding occupation at the present time,
up well, drink freely of hot lemonade
designs
of
Some
the Parisian
show
foot-batdresses with low waists and draped and take a hot mustard
Have the bedroom warm but well ven
skirts.
May-appl-

For children Paris sends us velvet
capes, but for grownups capes of sim
ilar character are of Scotch plaid.
Youthfulness is the keynote of all
Paris designs, and results in slim,
straight lines, dropped girdles, a sort
of Moyen age waistline and round
necks.
Frocks of velvet, devoid of trimming and cut on slim, youthful Unes,
are a pleasing mode of the moment,
draped girdles and draped collars, of
the frock material being the strikingly
new features.
d
and white crepe effec
tively combined were developed Into a
charming girlish frock by Lanvtn, the
unique feature of which is its low V
neck at the back and Bllghtly rounded
line at the front.
Rose-colore-

tllated. Obtain at the nearest drug
store "Anuric Tablets" to flush the
kidneys and control the pains and
aches. Take an "Anuric" tablet every
two hours, together with copious drinks
of lemonade. If a true case of influenza, the food should be simple, such as
broths, milk, buttermilk and
;
but it is important that food be given
regularly in order to keep up patient's
strength and vitality. After the acute
attack has passed, which is generally
from three to seven days, the system
should be bunt up by the use of a good
Iron topic, such as "Irontic" tablets, to
be obtained at some drug stores, or
r
that well known
and
herbal tonic made from roots and barks
ot forest trees cold everywhere as Dr,
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
m

blood-make-
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236,117

Little lck came home with quite
nlr of Importance the first evening
his existence In the new town to
hlch his parents bad moved.
"The boys In this town must have
heard all about me before we came

here," he boasted.
MARCH 8TATE8 FIGURE8
"But, Dick," said his mother, "there's
do one In this town that knew us."
INCLUDE KILLED, WOUNDED,
'That don't make any difference,"
MISSING AND PRI80NER8.
the boy persisted. "'Cause when I
came down the street this morning a
whole bunch of boys yelled, 'Hello,
I' Just the way they used to
DEMOBILIZATION BEGUN Sorrel-todo at home." Harper's.
QEN.

p

WHILE GEN. PERSHING
ING FORCES,

1,200,000

IS REDUC

MEN TO

REMAIN IN FRANCE.

What Determines Meat and
Live-StoPrices?
ck

Some stock men still think that Swift &
Company and other big packers can pay
k
as little for
as they wish.
Some consumers are still led to believe
that the packers can charge as much for
dressed meat as they wish.
This is not true. These prices are fixed by
a law of human nature as old as human
nature itself the law of supply and demand.
When more people want meat than there
is meat to be had, the scramble along the line
to get it for them sends prices up. When
there is more meat than there are people who
want it, the scramble all along the line to get
rid of it within a few days, while it is still
fresh, sends prices down.
When prices of meat go up, Swift &
Company not only can pay the producer
more, but has to pay him more, or some
other packer will.
Similarly, when prices recede all down the
line Swift & Company cannot continue to pay
the producer the same prices as before, and
still remain in the packing business.
All the packer can do is to keep the expense
of turning stock into meat at a minimum,
live-stoc-

so that the consumer can get as much as

possible for his money, and the producer as
much as possible for his
Thanks to its splendid plants, modern
methods, branch houses, car routes, fleet of
refrigerator cars, experience and organization,
Swift & Company is able to pay for live
cattle 90 per cent of what it receives for beef
and to cover expense of
and
production and distribution, as well as its
profit (a small fraction of a cent per pound),
out of the other 10 per cent.
live-stoc- k.

Swift

&

Company, U. S. A.

'
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Demobilization of the
Washington.
expeditionary forces, al
American

ready in progress with the movement
homeward of sick and wounded, will
be hastened by the return at an early
date of eight divisions of National
Guard and National Army troops,
eight regiments of coast artillery ami
two brigades Of field artillery. This
announcement was made Nov. 23 by
Gen. March, chief of staff, on receipt
of dispatches from Qen. Pershing.
Total American casualties to Nov.
11, when hostilities ceased, were 236,-11This included, Gen. March said,
killed and died of wounds, died of
disease, unclassified deaths, wounded,
prisoners and missing.
The divisions which Gen. March
said have been designated by Gen.
Pershing to return as soon as the sick
and wounded have been moved to the
'
United States are:
National Guard 31st (Georgia, Ala
bama and Florida), 34th (Nebraska.
Iowa, South Dakota and Minnesota).
S8th (Indiana, Kentucky and West
Virginia) and 39th (Arkansas, Bissls-sipp- l
and Louisiana).
National Army 7Cth (New Eug
land), 84th (Kentucky, Indiana and
southern Illinois), 8Cth (northern 1111
nols, including Chicago) and 87th
(Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi and
southern Alabama).
The coast artillery regiments to be
returned as soon as possible wero an
nounced as the 46th, 47th, 48th, 49th,
60th, 73d, 74th and 75th.
Casualties sustained by the Amer
leans are tabulated by Gen. March as

Announcement:

Hstdaebta, Billons Attacks, Indlfeatlco, an
rand uj laiIDK nuj Apple, AHW, JBlftP mao.
Into Pleasant Pellets (Dr. Pierce's).
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To help meet the needs of the

One Way of Killing Competitor.
'I want to know if you will give
me a recommendation?"
"I should say not. I discharged you
(or Incompetency."
VYour competitor tells me, sir, that
If you will write a letter of recommendation, he will give me a position.
hope you won't stand In my way.
"That's different. I don't know any
quicker way of crippling his business
thun to get him to hire you. Sure I U
give you a letter."

government, Wrigley's has
discontinued the use of tin foil
as a wrapping for Bffilil
Hereafter all three WRIGLEY

flavors will be sealed in

ves 200 Years!
For more than 200 vean. Haarlem Oil.
the famous national remedy of Holland,
uu ueen recognized a. an lmainuie renei
from all forms of kidney and bladder disorders. Its very age is proof that it miut
have unusual merit.
If vou are troubled with nains or aches
I, ,UC

ICLl fcUGl

So look

Ull1 HUIR,

111

for

ÜRIGLEY5

headachei, indigestion, insomnia, painful
or too frequent passage of urine, irritation
or atone in the bladder, you will almost
certainly find relief in GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Uu Capsules.
Ibis it the good
old remedy that has stood the test for
hundreds of vean, prepared in the proper
luanuiy ana convenient iorm 10 uiae,
t is imported direct from Holland lab
oratories, and you can get it at any
drug store, it is a standard,
borne remedy ami needs no introduction.
Each capsule contains one dose of five
drops and is pleasant and easy to take.
They will quickly relieve thoxe stiffened
joints, that backache, rheumatism, lumbago, sciatica, gall stones, gravel, "brick
dust." etc. Your money promptly refund
ed il they do not relieve you. nut De sure
to set the genuine GOLD MEDAL brand.
In boxes, three sizes. Adv.

in the pink sealed
wrapper and take
your choice of flavor. Three kinds
to suit all tastes.

old-tim-

.
An Easy Matter.
An American and an Irishman were
telling each other wonderful things
which had been done in their respecfollows:
36,154 tive countries.
Killed and died of wounds
14.881
Died of disease
"I guess we have the best Jumpers
'
2,204 In the world," said the American.
Deaths unclassified
179,625
Wounded
Why, one of our men ran thirty miles
2,163
Prisoners
gate."
then Jumped over a
od
1,160
Missing
"Sure, no wonder he did," said the
"Look at the run he took."
236,117 irishman.
Total
strength of 40,000
. At an average
men to a division, which would cover
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
all necessary auxiliary forces, this by LOCAL, APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot
ot the disease.
reach
- tbe seat
would mean that Gen. Pershing would nnmh
itl.an.a mbíIl Inflil.
by
HALL'S
conditions.
need
constitutional
from
France,
retain 1,200,000 men in
CATARRH MEDICINA will cure catarrh.
which the actual army of occupation It is taken Internally and acts through
and its reserves would be organized the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces or the
Bystem. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
to provide against any possible emer Is composed
of some of the best tonics
known, combined with some of the best
gency.
blood Durlflers. The nerfect combination
of the Ingredients In HALL'S CATARRH
M EDIL IN hi is wnat produces sucn won
derful results in catarrhal conditions.
Druggists 76o. Testimonials free.
GIVE UP MORE
Co., Props.. Toledo,
F. 1. Cheney

packages.
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Be SURE you get WRIGLEY'- S-

The Flavor Lasts!
rnwiiigg
MlasaiaMP

COLT DISTEMPER

from ninninsr
Tou can prevent this loathsome disease sufferingwith
colts
through your stable and cure all the
No
how young,
matter
treatment.
begin
you
the
!t when
BPOHN'S is safe to use on any colt It is wonderful how
horseit
It prevents all distempers, no matter how colts or
druRdrlsts and turf
at any aire are "exposed." All gaoá
cent
0
SPOUN'lt
at
sell
roods houses and manufacturers
and 11.15 a bottle, $5.60 and 111.00 a dosen.
IPOlUf MEDIGAJ, CO, Gestea, InsL, V. f . A.
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Indefinite Liability.

true story about a citizen

whose
daughter is about to be married, and
who has been trying to get a Une on
what the expense of the ruther elaborate ceremony will be. He approached a friend of his, seeking Information.
No Wonder.
I
Submarines Strike Colors at Harwich
"Morris," he said, "your oldest
"What a smooth look the convict
First American Units Enter
was married about five years
daughter
yonder
has."
Prussia.
He has Just been ago, wasn't she? Would you mind tell'Naturally.
ing me about how much the wedding
Ironed."
Harwich, England, Nov. 25. In the
cost you?"
presence of Sir Eric Geddes, first lord
"Not at all, Sam," was the answer.
to Mother
Imoortant
twenty-eighmore
t
of the admiralty,
Examine carefully every bottle of "Altogether, about $5,000 a year."
Mloht Have Been.
Which Wat It?
surrendered yester CASTORIA, that famous old remedy Cleveland Plain Dealer.
German
"I see where a man fell dead whil
Knlcker All eanlted personage
waiting In a restaurant to have his din day. This was the most imposing flo (or Infants and children, and see that it
himself.
tilla to haul down the German flag
ner servejd."
Bears the
Had Onus Bur Blue, much better, aoea
Bocker Or else remembered
thus far. It Included several very Signature of
farther than liquid blue. Get from any
"What was the cause?"
grocer. Adv.
large submarines and four of the crul
"ADODlexv."
80 Years.
350 feet in Use for Over
nearly
type,
one
being
ser
price
It
the
wasn't
yon
use
"Then
llstf
when
day.
That'
6mile on wash
Cry for Fletcher's Caetoria
The Proof.
lone. The noted cruiser submarine Children
Red Cross Bag Blue. Clothe whiter than Birmingham
was among the
Deutschland,
"Tush I" said Dubbs contemptuously.
now. All Brocen. Adr.
The Universal shipyard at Houston,
She carried two American Tex., has a womnn oakum spinner "A woman never knows what she
number.
x
PROVEN SWAMP-ROO- T
No Exception.
wants I"
officers who had been rescued from who works nine hours every day.
"That man owes a great deal to his
"That's true enough," , said Mrs.
the American army cargo ship Ticon
wife."
AIDS WEAK KIDNEYS deroga, torpedoed Sept. 30 last.
Paul, Minn., has a union of fur Dubbs. "I wnnted you once, but If I'd
St
"I'm not surprised- - So ho does to
known
workers composed of women.
everybody he knows."
The pause then ensuing waaso chilly
American Army of Occupation, Nov,
The symptoms of kidney and bladder 25. The German frontier was crossed
that the mercury In the therlnorneter
The hair grows much faster In sum- troubles are often very distressing and at several places Saturday by Amerl
cold on the wall broke through the glass
leave the system in a
condition.
mer than In cold weather.
and fell to the floor with a dulljv8lcken-ln- g
signal corps units and ambulance
can
The kidneys seem to suffer moat, as alsplash.
made
Into
were
trips
Short
most every victim complains of lame back workers.
inhabl
the
where
Prussia,
Rhenish
1
and urinary troubles which should not be
Why They Are Cheerful.
neglected, as these danger signals often tants are reported to have shown the
every
consideration.
Americans
"Those aviators all seem to be cheerlead to more dangerous kidney troubles,
INSTANTLY RELIEVED WITH
ful fellows."
The Paris war office announcement
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
which, so
many people say, soon heals and strength on the operations of the army of oc
"Why shouldn't they be? Don't they
ens the kidneys, is a splendid kidney.
of
have a chance to see the clouds'
all
troops
says:
continued
"Our
cupation
liver- - and bladder medicine, and, being
linings?"
silver
an herbal compound, has a gentle heal- their progress In Belgium and Luxem
OR liONtr REFUNDED ASK ANY DRUGGIST
ing effect on the kidneys, which is
burg, Wiltz, Navllle and Nadrin were
Dark.
immediately noticed in most cases occupied. Our cavalry pushed forward
you
I tol' Jo' not to go
know
by those who use it.
"Don't
QUININE
CASCARA
to the east frontier of Luxemburg.
A trial will convince anyone who may
swlmmin wld no white traRh chillun,
be in need of it. Better get a bottle from
eh?" sternly asked Sambo Johnslng.
Abortion Out your nearest drug store, and start treatToa can
Wear Masks to Check Flu.
"But he wa'n't white before he went
at once.
Standard cold remedy for SO rears in tablet
Out ment
replied Sambo's sniull son. Boys'
25. The health board
In,"
Nov.
Denver,
of YOUR HERD and Keep
form safe, sure, no opiates breaks up a cold
However, if you wish first to test this
in 34 hourt relieves grip In 3 days. Money
Life.
great preparation send ten cents to Dr. revoked the closing order Issued Fri
Br the use of
If il fails. The genuine box hut a Red top
to., fiinghamton, N. i., tor a day, effective Saturday morning, and back
Julmer
rirtiiri.. At All Drue Rrom.
with Mr
On. DAVID ROBERTS'
sample bottle. When writing be sun and
Tliere are about 13,000 square miles
ordered that all
Saturday
afternoon
"Anti-Abortio- n"
mention this paper. Adv.
of coal fields In the United lungaom,
W. N. U- - DENVER, NO.
persons riding on street cars, at pic
A

a

Pa's Predicament.
Jlmmle Say, pa, I thought you toU
me a person has only five senses.
Pa So I did, son ; what of it?
Jlmmle Why, teacher told us tna
some people have six.
pa Of course, but one of em Is the

war tax.
Of the great quantity of silk produced by China and Japan,
is retained for home use.
two-tblr- li

The cherry, peach and plum orlg
nated In Persia.
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Helps to eradioat
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48-19-18.

Sm.1l iTtunu
Eufly Applied. Sura Results.
Used (ucceutuiiy I or v year..
Oon.ult DB. DAVID EOBEETS
about all animal alimenta. In- -

'
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.Mvt
iw full Itifn.
motion on Abortion hi Com. DR. DAVID ROBERTS
VETERINARY CO.. 100 Grind Av., Wsukefhs. WUo.

Get the

Genuinerfyr
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Every Cake

Rtnn Your Coilffhing
No need to let that cough persist Stop the
-Irritation, ana rem.
ucuiuj
rr
nets by oo tuina the Inflamad threat with

Sun Bean for Him.
Mother wns hovlnit home Sunday
school services. A song suitable for
'
the kindergarten worshiper was selected. Spying Uncle Harry driving up
the other children at once "cut services." but Nancy Jane continued her
wavering solo, "Sun bean, sun benn,
Jesus wants me for a sun bean, i il De
a sun bean for him."

ture shows and many other places.
must wear masks to prevent the flu
Ten deaths were officially reported
and seven unofficially from influenza,
a laree number of new cases devel
oped and overcrowded hospitals were
reported from many quarters.

Wilson to Stay In Murat Home,
Paris, Nov. 25. Prince and Princess
Leaves are gathered four times a Joachim Murat, at the request of the
year from the tea plant after Its third government, have placed their town
year.
house at 28 Rue de Monceau at the
disposal of the French authorities to
Granulated Eyelids, receive President Wilson during his
M F.vm
inflamed bv expo
stay In Paria. The President will find
sure to Sob, Dm! and Wlné

tut

i uur

in the mansion various souvenirs of
President Washington, whose
F.v. Comfort. Al married Prince Aehllle Murat.
The
Your Drugjrirtt or by mail 60c per Bottle. house was noted before the war for
aa
For Seek el the Eye free write
the splendid receptions held there.
Murine) Eyo Remedy Co Chicago.

Eyes?

relieved by MarhM
NoSmartintr,

You

BALSAM

toilet nrOMratlon of nutrlá.
dwulrutt.

end!
for KflnotiDf Color
faded)
too.

to Caray or
Hair.
and $1.00 at Dnifffrlet,

Are Dying By Acid
Full Feeling

When you have Heartburn, Gas, Bloat, and that
after eating. TAKE ONE

mm

vs?

C

if FOR YOUR STOMACH'S SAKE )
Rids you of the Excess Acid and Overload and you will fairly fee.
the GAS driven out of your body THE BLOAT GOES WITH IT.

REAL STOMACH COMFORT
IT GIVES YOU yonr
big bo of Satoolo
supply yon

to
drasyists (rensmlly If
drnririst eaa't
will acrid It to yon yon can send
M"d as this adr. with Ton name and addreas and we1018
111.
Chicago,
B.
Ave.,
Wabash
It,
Co.,
Address
Bemedy
gret
Estonio
ns tbe 60s after yon
gold
60s.
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Postponed
Public Sale

SPANISH-AMERICA-
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Ccnsras oí Allied Women on Wár Service
1
Hotel Petrograd, Y. W. C. A. Hostess Hcuse, Paris
y

"Nu-Siio- "

,

The New Roy

I will oiler at Public Auction, at
farm 4i miles West of Mills, o- n-

Theatre.

Moving-Pictur- e

.

will present as the opening number

Thurs. Dec. 5,
Sale to commence at 10 o'clock
A. M. sharp, the following propertyto wit Come early and go

All of the Cattle,
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Mo?t Noted Picture Ever Made.

Horses,
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at Night, Nov .30.
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Postponed acc't Sickness.
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FARM MACHINERY
Household & Kitchen Furniture,
& other articles too numerous to
mention.

ir

$15,000

Listed in my Sale Bills dated

Nov. 27th. Better weather
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confere.ncs of workers represontinf? 128 women's organizations was hold In Parla, at HoIn August, 1913,
France, America,
tel
Fetrofc'rad, tor coordination of women's work in connection wjth winning ths war.
ci Sou'Ja Awar
'otb;a, Moíítene;.ro. aud ths
Bruat Britain, )3els;um, Italy, liiwsla. llcumania. Poland,
'
'
!ca, Asia and Africa.
D".rby.
Lord.
' th band of the 3GPth United Elates Infantry Band (nogro) ovotied tho iirorrra.
M'.'.sl'j
were also re.i
to FranCe, resd a message from Lloyd Oeorge, British preiater.
BrlÜBh
j
Wilson and Colonel RooBevelt.
!rom

'SO

credit of 12 months without
interest ou sums over $10 00 10
percent discount for cash on all
sums over $10.
A

s

t'

'

k
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t
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Prc-rlde-

"

COL. F. O. WHITE. Auctioneer.
E. G. I'ARKES, Clerk.

o

Monkey's Valuable Discovery.
A liternry discovery has Just beet
made nt the monitory of Mekltnristra,
tn the island of St Lazarus, ti Venice.
A pet monkey had climbed to the top
of a bookcase, where It seized hold of
bundle of jnpers, and, breuklng the
String, showered down a number of
letters, the Ink of which had become
yellow wlthaire. They proved to be
a long correspondence between Lord
liyron nnd the monks of St. Luzarus.
had once resided.
with whom
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y

Whiie Their Mothers Farm the
Y. W. C. A. Cares For Children
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FARM FOR SALE
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vh

!

My farm of 320 acres, one
mile east of Roy N. M. one of

J

best improved farms found any
where, all fenced and cross fencgood house celler and
cistern, fine well, wind mill,
two large stock tanks, granary
My health is not
for 1500 bu.
good enough to carry the work.
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C. E. Anderson
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Sleep and Rest
One of the most common r a'.iscs of
insomnia arid restlessness is indigestion. Take one of Chamaerlain's Tablets immediately after supper and see
if you do not rest better, They only

cost a quarter.

jr.
1

.

'

L::ta para combatir al Teuton. " Uno c'e neustros aviadores en su traje da
"or a nctruccion, trarsporte, repa y el eparato que maneja este
aviador, puts to en Francia para la lucha, se eroga un gasto da $15,000 en Bonos
cam:.-..-,- a.

de la Libttrted.

3! combata aero tenia lusar

FOR SALE OR TRADE

4 Lots in ROY,
facing Main Str't
and abutting the
R.R.House-Trac- k
Will trade for servicably-sounhorses and mules.

d

Roy, N. M,

Chamberlain Cough Remedy
not imagine that because other
cough medicines failed to give you relief that it will be the same with
Chamberlain's Cou(h Remedy. Bear
in mind that from a small beginning
this remedy has gained a world wide
reputation and immense salo. A medi
cine must hayo exceptional merit to
win esteem wherever it becomes known
Do

n

"I am thankful for the gooñ 1 have
received by lining Chamberlain's' Tablets. About two years ago when I began taking them I was suffering a
great (teal from distress after eating,
and from headache and a tired, larv,
giud feeling due to indigestion and
torpid liver, Chamberlain's Tablets
corrected these disorders in a short
time, ar.d since- taking two bottles of
tfiem my health has been good," writes
Mrs. M. P. Harwood, Auburn, N. Y.
Full Explanation,
Jack received n small tool chest for
his birthday. Daddy had explained
to him the names and uses of each
tool. Lnter he had n neighbor In nnd
was extolling the virtues of his set.
"Just look what I got n hammer to
hammer with; a saw to saw with; a
hatchet to chop with;'- (after exam-- k
Inlng
very
closely
the monkey
wrench) "Wei!, Boh, this is not iT
tegular tool, it's a
(then, ns the
dawned upon him)
Bioak?y with."

wrench
,

to

aparatos, el combate habla terminado.
Envuelto en flamas el segundo de los
Aercoplanos caia pesadamente hasta
estrellarse. Un momento después el
victorioso eterizaba suavemente. Fue
un comprador de bonos por ? 15.000
ojiien dio esta victoria mas al Tio
Sam. El ligero Aereoplauo que ijíIocall
women m New orK are vi Kins over farms, but the yrobb.ni of tiat tu üu .tL
teaba el aviador americano, habla sidr,
comprado con $10,009 invertidos eii ,ircn to release their niothflra, was solved by ilia Young Women's Christian Association.''. T.;e Sacrétary aids in
üonos de la Libertad. Nuestros
caring for laborers, and .both t.cbes and Interests the children with story telling.
dores nor ello es que necesitan
la
ayuda de sús hermanos que desde aquí
cooperen por medio de bu dinero para
DU8 triunfos.
Ellos tambian necesitan
cañones que cuestan $200.00 en Buno3,
necesitan municiones a la cuota de
0.08'por dos minutos y al urgía la
pi.esencla d8 Klas pli0toB y de mas
aeroplanos, haco falta mas dinero j
Ste (leiiera
poi
do suministrarse
mei!jo de cuarto Préstamo de
J
v (4
t ', .
. rk S
,
;
ertad.
I'oreí'.'ii-siiealvin-

te

';

Via-un-

Living Room Camp Travis Hostess House, San Antonio
Conducted by Young Women's Christian Association

lalb

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
'J'he Roy Drug

Store
M

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
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Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

Greatly Benefited by Chamberlain's Tablets.'

Dame

e

el carneo Ce aviación
Atucricauo, los adverarlos se hílla-baaproximadamente a una altura Ce
diez íüülns de l ies. Vnt do e!los e
y la
una ii::niulna voladora Amerk-anotra clumana, jero te hallaban a
fcltura tan considerable que ojo inex- porto no podria jamas decir cual era el
Ametlcano y cunl el fieman. Al fin a
de elíts se in víj rcvoiütesr y ilfi-- i
cender posadamente a tierra como U!
hoja do un árbol arrancada por el
viento; el otro Jotamente sesuia ,en
pen-fi- t
El primero,
iicion al caldo.
aquei q".e parecía haberse dcs.irernrto,
fatal, do las altur.-s- , enderezo su vuelo,
manobro su nparato consiguiondo
colocarse detrás :ol adversario atacan- dolo violeir.amentj y a continuación,
un ruido como el que produco un tela
J rasgarse provino de uno de los
j

J. M. George,
o

rrecisa-incnt-

sobre

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
N. Mex.

ROY,
C. U. Strong, County Treasurer,

Tom.

J. Taylor, Abstrae to

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
'

Mora, New Mexico
i

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.
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WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Matters entrusted to

i
(

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and wa are also prepare
to furnish Abstracts oa these Lands.

A)

t

j

..íjí,,

T

of the many places established by the Y. Vf. C. A., where soldiers and relatives can meet in com- have been established at army camps in various sections of the
frt. and with convenience. Hostess houses
country, at the request of the War Department, and others are to bo ertjetod as soon as possible.

Just one

